
ABSTRACT 

LAU, MEI YING. Development of a Severity Measure for Fault Tree Analysis and an Intuitive 

Fault Tree Analysis Software Prototype. (Under the direction of Dr. David B. Kaber). 

 

Despite usefulness of Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), limitations exist in comparison to other safety 

analysis techniques. Substantial effort is required for assessment of single fault outcome and 

determination of an outcome probability. Through a literature review and examination of 

available functions in commercial FTA software products, it was observed that FTA lacks a 

structured functional approach to account for the severity of intermediate events to a fault as well 

as the severity of fault outcomes. To address this limitation, a novel Consequence Severity-

Probability approach is proposed for extension of static fault tree modeling. Related to this, to 

limit the scope of the project, all fault tree presentations in this proposal are restricted to coherent 

static fault trees, making use of only AND/OR gates, and not incorporating a time factor, as in 

dynamic fault trees.  

The project was divided in two phases. Phase I focused on development of the new analytical 

method and a numerical demonstration. Phase II was dedicated to empirical validation of the 

new approach. In the first phase, the new approach to event severity assessment, as part of FTA, 

was introduced with a detailed application procedure, illustrated example, and a summary of the 

algorithm. A sensitivity analysis was conducted based on a published accident case with 

established severity assignments in order to eliminate any potential analyst bias influence on the 

example severity classification. Results demonstrated that the new approach allows for further 

insights into the effect of initiating events across severity levels that are lacking in Traditional 

importance approach.  

The second phase of project involved validation of the new approach by safety expert 

evaluation. To avoid potential complications from manual risk calculations by experts, 



unfamiliar with the new approach, the evaluation was conducted using a software prototype. A 

FTA software prototype, with capability to perform both traditional FTA and new analyses, was 

developed using Just-In-Mind prototyping tool. A leading FTA software product (TopEvent FTA 

2017 Professional) was selected as foundation for prototype development based on an 

application functionality review. Prototype interface design recommendations used in 

development were obtained by administration of a heuristic evaluation with human factors 

experts, including application of ten usability heuristics.  

After prototype development, safety professionals were invited to conduct a task-oriented 

evaluation. The experiment followed a within-subjects design with two test trials for each 

participant by variations on the approach to obtain FTA outputs. Analyses were conducted and 

results demonstrated that the new approach received higher perceived usefulness ratings from 

experts while maintaining a comparative level of perceived usability and confidence ratings in 

comparison to the traditional approach. The new approach was found to increased perceived 

workload in comparison to the traditional approach with the additional event consequence 

thinking exercises.   

In summary, a novel Consequence Severity-Probability approach, allowing for integration of 

severity measures into FTA, was developed and validated in this research. A detailed method 

along with illustrated examples, an algorithm, and an intuitive FTA software prototype (with the 

capability to conduct both traditional and new analyses) were generated. In addition, the new 

method was validated by a case-based demonstration of method sensitivity and expert 

evaluation. Usefulness ratings and cognitive workload for the CSP approach was found to be 

significantly higher than that of the traditional approach while confidence level and perceived 

system usability remained comparable between the approaches. All but one of the experts 



exhibited a strong preference for the CSP approach and all perceived that the new approach 

would have some impact on the traditional FTA measures. The project is expected to 

significantly advance the existing FTA methodology for supporting fault risk analysis and safety 

resource allocation. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview of Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) 

1.1.1 History and Definition 

Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is a hazard analysis method developed in 1961 for U.S. Air Force by 

Bell Telephone Laboratories for analysis of missile control systems. The method was later 

expanded by Boeing Company in the area of aircraft manufacture. It became most wide-known 

for applications in the nuclear industry since the investigation of the Three Mile Island reactor 

meltdown in 1979. The first comprehensive FTA handbook was drafted by Willie in 1978, 

updated in 1981 by Vesely et al. (for the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission), and revised yet 

again with specification in aerospace applications by Stamatelatos et al. in 2002. 

FTA is a system analysis method used to deduce potential events (causes) that can lead to 

a particular undesirable outcome, such as explosion or other type of system failure. The method 

assesses risks to a system by investigating cause and effect relationships, providing probabilities 

of failures, identifying common causes, and providing details on single point failures; i.e., 

locations of exceptional vulnerability where one component failure may lead to failure of whole 

system. FTA constructions identify system vulnerabilities and contribute to both design and 

evaluation of countermeasures and possible redesigns.  

FTA is applicable to any system that is composed of more than one event and interaction. 

Unlike other system safety analysis, such Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) or 

Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA), which are often performed to identify all potential risks that 

can be caused by a system, FTA only addresses one single undesirable event. However, FTA 

offers more in-depth insights than other techniques by taking into consideration of the 

complexities of system component interactions. It is most commonly performed retroactively to 
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identify what intermediate events lead to an unexpected disastrous event that has already 

occurred.  

FTA provides information about system components via risk or reliability calculations 

for users to make informed decisions. While it is most often used retroactively, FTA can also be 

applied during early design process before failure has a chance to occur. In order for FTA to be 

applicable in the design process, the undesirable event must be foreseeable and tangible. To save 

cost and time, FTA can be performed on the top one or two undesirable outcomes to ensure that 

the worst will not happen during system performance. FTA is only accurate if all potentially 

significant failure contributors are anticipated and considered. Thus, expert experiences and 

inputs are particularly important in application of FTA before system implementation because 

predictions of failure contributors are not as clear and factual as the those that contributed to a 

failure that already occurred. However, in general, FTA is typically used as a reactive analysis 

approach for identifying causality and corrective measures in response to critical or unexpected 

hazards in system. 

In the following subsections, a review is provided on specific types of FTA methods, the 

structure and components of fault trees, rules for developing fault tree diagrams, and methods for 

analysis and identification of critical events leading to a failure. Coverage is also provided on 

methods for determining the importance of each event or a chain of events in a system failure. 

This background is used a basis for identifying limitations of the FTA method and potential areas 

for enhancement, particularly in terms of supporting risk assessment.   

1.1.1.1 Static and Dynamic FTA 

As FTA applications have expanded, two different types of FTA emerged, including: static 

(classic) and dynamic. Dynamic fault tree differs from the classic static fault trees by considering 
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the timing of events (Čepin & Mavko, 2002). Additional analysis methodologies and 

characteristics, such as time-dependent probabilities/risks and repair rates, are features of 

dynamic fault trees. For the scope of this project, however, only applications of static fault trees 

were examined. 

1.1.2 Fault Tree Structures 

1.1.2.1  Event Types 

Events make up fault trees. The most basic fault tree includes one top event, a gate, and two 

basic events. The more complicated the system and potential causes of the undesirable outcome 

(top event), the larger the fault tree. An overview of various events, related symbols and their 

respective definitions is presented in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1 Event Types, Symbols, and Descriptions. 

Event Name Symbol Definition 

Top Event  

 

The ultimate undesirable outcome/fault, which is the main 

target that the analysis seeks to prevent.  

Intermediate Event Fault events that are initiated by other factors and can be 

further decomposed through the use of gates. 

Basic Event 

 

A basic initiating failure event in a system component or 

element that cannot be further reduced. 

Conditioning event 

 

Specific conditions or restrictions that can be applied to any 

logic gates. 

Undeveloped event 

 

An event that does not require further development due to 

insufficient information, minimum consequence, or 

unavoidable elements in the environment. 

External Event 

 

An event that is normally expected to occur (not a fault by 

itself). 

 

1.1.2.2  Gate Types  

Gates are used to connect events in a fault tree. Two basic types of fault tree gates are present 

(the OR-gate and the AND-gate). All other gates are extensions or variations on these two basic 

types, which are intended to represent different circumstances. An overview of various gates, 
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related symbols and their respective definitions is presented below in Table 1-2. With this 

information on various gate types, it should be noted that the fault trees considered in this project 

are coherent fault trees; that is, trees that only make use of AND/OR gates. 

Table 1-2 Gate Types, Symbols, and Descriptions. 

Logic Gate Symbols 

Gate Name Symbol Definition 

AND 

 

An event will occur if all input faults occur. 

OR 

 

An event will occur if at least one of the input faults occurs. 

Priority AND 

 

An event will occur if all of the input faults occur in a specific 

sequence (the sequence is represented by a CONDITIONING 

EVENT drawn to the right of the gate). 

Priority OR 

 

An event will occur if exactly one of the input faults occurs 

(i.e., if A OR B occurs but not if both A and B occur). 

INHIBIT 

 

An event will occur if the (single) input fault occurs in the 

presence of an enabling condition. (The enabling condition is 

represented by a CONDTIONING EVENT drawn to the right 

of the gate.) 

Combination 

 

An event will occur if n of the input faults occur(s). 

Transfer Gate Symbols 

Transfer IN 

 

TRANSFER IN - Indicates that the tree is developed further 

at the occurrence of a corresponding TRANSFER OUT event 

(e.g., on another page of the FTA). 

Transfer OUT 

 

TRANSFER OUT - Indicates that this portion of the tree must 

be attached at a corresponding TRANSFER IN event (on 

another page of the FTA). 

 

1.1.2.3  FT Construction Rules 

Fault tree diagram construction procedures mainly involve defining a primary undesired event 

and deducing immediate causes as well as the most basic, or primitive, causal events. There are 

ground rules that are applicable to these procedures (Vesely et al., 1981; Stamatelatos et al., 

2002), including:  

Ground Rule 1: Faults should be described in event boxes. The analyst should state 

precisely what the fault is and the conditions under which it occurs. What, when, and how 
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are all factors to consider in developing fault descriptions and adding events to a fault 

tree. 

Ground Rule 2: The analyst should consider the question, "Can this fault consist of a 

component failure?". If the answer is "Yes", then the event should be classified as a 

"state-of-component fault", add an OR-gate should be constructed below the event. The 

analyst should identify primary failures that could produce the fault (i.e., failures that 

occur within the operating parameters of design). The analyst should identify secondary 

failures (i.e., failures that occur outside of operating parameters, such as excessive 

environmental/operational stress). The analyst should also identify command failure 

modes (or the absence of proper operation in context). If the answer to the component 

failure question is "No", then the event is classified as a "state-of-system fault”. The 

analyst needs to identify the minimum necessary and sufficient immediate cause(s).  A 

“state of system” fault event may require an AND-gate, an OR-gate, an INHIBIT-gate, or 

possibly no gate at all.  

In addition to these ground rules, three additional rules are commonly used in fault tree 

constructions. The first is the “No Miracles Rule”. All system components are assumed to be 

normally functioning unless explicitly named in the fault tree. There are cases where the 

cascading fault sequence may be unexpectedly stopped by a “miraculous failure” of another 

component. However, analyst should not expect and rely on miracles to save a system. All 

abnormal component states should be explicitly identified as another failure event in the fault 

tree. The second common rule is “Complete-the-Gate Rule”. All inputs to a gate should be 

completely defined before any further expansion of an event begins. That is, each level in the 

fault tree should be completed before the next gate is considered. The final common rule is the 
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“No Gate-to-Gate Rule”. Gate inputs should properly connect fault events but should never be 

directly connected to other gates. Gates can only serve as inputs to an event and cannot replace 

an event’s position under any circumstances. There must be an event between gates. An example 

fault tree, reflecting application of these rules, is shown below in Figure 1-1.  

 

Figure 1-1 Fault Tree Example. 

1.1.3 Static Fault Tree Analysis Outputs  

1.1.3.1  Cut Sets, Minimal Cut Set, and Single point failure 

One of the most useful FTA outputs is cut sets. Cut sets (CS) are event lists of fault tree initiators 

that, if all occur, will cause a top event. The larger the size of individual CS, the more events are 

required to lead to the undesirable outcome and thus, the less vulnerable the system is to that 

particular cut sets. (Several analytical methods that can yield cut sets are listed below in section 

1.1.3.3.)  

In FTA, cut sets typically undergo further manipulation to yield minimal cut sets (MCS). 

Minimal cut sets are determined by eliminating redundant causes in a cut set, redundant cut sets 

among the set of cut sets, as well as cuts sets that contain causes that are redundant with another 
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cut set plus other causes. Application of this process yields the minimal cut sets.  Minimal cut 

sets are the minimal events that, if they occur, would most definitely lead to a top event. Both CS 

and MCS lists identify vulnerability points of a system and allow for allocation of resources to be 

prioritized as targets for safety improvements.  

In general, the number of CS and MCS lists tend to increase with the size of the fault tree. 

A minimized version of a fault tree can be constructed based on the MCSs for easier 

comprehension, visualization, and potential further analysis.  

The most concerning form of a CS is comprised of single point failures. Single point 

failures are events that, if they occur, will cause the top undesired event to occur. These are the 

most vulnerable system failures that engineers must target to prevent accidents. 

1.1.3.2  Cut Set Analytical Methods 

A number of qualitative analysis algorithms have been introduced in history after the release of 

the initial approach to cut set determination. The PREP method was developed in 1970 (Vesely 

et al., 1981). This method has been replaced by other methods as time has progressed. Only three 

of the most common and recent approaches (MOCUS, Boolean reduction, and BDD) will be 

introduced in this proposal.  

1.1.3.2.1 MOCUS (Methods of Obtaining Cut Sets) or top-down reduction algorithm 

MOCUS was introduced in 1972 to replace PREP as a minimal cut set identifier (Vesely et al., 

1981). MOCUS operates in a top-down fashion with successive substitution of events into gates 

in order to obtain "Boolean indicated cut sets" (BICS), also referred to as cut sets. If a tree 

contains no replicated events, the cut sets for the tree represent MCSs. Otherwise, BICS resulting 

from the MOCUS method represent cut sets for which further reductions may be necessary to 
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obtain minimal cut sets. Unfortunately, only basic events are considered in this method but both 

top and intermediate events are ignored.  

In applying MOCUS, unique identifiers are assigned to the elements of the fault tree, 

including gates and initiators. The convention is for letters to be assigned to gates and for 

numbers to be assigned to basic events or initiators. Numbers may be repeated with recurrences 

of basic events in the system starting from the top event. After application of identifiers, a matrix 

is constructed according to the following rules (also see Figure 1-2). “AND” gates appear as 

horizontally organized letters in a MOCUS matrix. Identifiers for “OR” gates are organized 

vertically in the MOCUS matrix. Once a matrix accounting for gates is complete, the gates are 

substituted by the numbers (events) representing inputs to the gates. Letters for AND gates are 

substituted horizontally by the numbered input while OR gate letters are substituted vertically 

with the identified set of gate inputs. Each newly formed row resulting from OR gate 

replacement carries-over all entries from the parent row. After all numerical substitutions have 

been completed in the matrix, each row of the final matrix represents a Boolean indicated cut set. 

An example of this procedure is presented in Figure 1-2. The particular analysis reveals a single 

point failure leading to event A.  
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Figure 1-2 MOCUS Procedure. 

1.1.3.2.2 Boolean algebraic reduction 

A fault tree can generally be considered as a logic diagram comprised of gates that connect 

chains of faults from one to another. “AND” and “OR” gates represent the two most basic FTA 

gates. The similarity between FTA gate functionality and Boolean operations allows Boolean 

algebraic reduction to be applied as an approach for solving fault trees. There is a one-to-one 

correspondence between the fault tree gate representation and Boolean algebraic symbol 

representations. To be specific, the OR-gate is equivalent to the Boolean symbol “+” and the 

AND-gate is equivalent to the Boolean symbol “•”.  Fault trees can be translated into Boolean 

equations, which can then be subjected to algebraic reduction until a minimal cut set is obtained. 

The Boolean Laws facilitating expression reduction are shown in Table 1-3. An example is 

provided below in Figure 1-3. An initial Boolean expression is developed for the top event. The 

expression is expanded based on the presence of gates and inputs in the fault tree. Select Boolean 

laws are then applied for expression reduction and identification of the minimal cut sets. 
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Table 1-3 Boolean Algebraic Laws. 

 

 
Figure 1-3 Boolean Reduction Procedure. 

1.1.3.2.3 Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) 

The Binary Decision Diagram method is a more recent analytical method in comparison to 

MOCUS and Boolean algebraic reduction. The form of BDD used for FTA is referred to as 

Reduced Ordered BDD and is a bottom-up approach that works directly with logical expressions 

instead of cut sets (Stamatelatos et al., 2002). The BDD has been demonstrated to be effective in 

application to “non-coherent” fault trees (i.e., fault trees that use or imply NOT gates) and large 

FTA models through optimizing truncation/modularization techniques (Beeson & Andrews, 

2003; Jung, Han & Ha, 2004; Deng, Wang & Guo, 2015). The BDD procedure begins at the 

bottom of the fault tree with the basic events. Each basic event is associated with a single-node in 

Boolean Laws AND Form OR Form

1) Commutative Law A●B=B●A A+B=B+A

2) Associate Law (A●B)●C=A●(B●C) (A+B)+C=A+(B+C)

3) Distributive Law (A●B)●C=A●(B●C) (A+B)●C=(A●C)+(B●C)

4) Identity Law A●1=A A+0=A

5) Zero and One Law A●0=0 A+1=1

6) Inverse Law A●A'=0 A+A'=1

7) Idempotent Law A●A=A A+A=A

8) Absorption Law A(A+B)=A A+A●B=A A+A'●B=A+B

9) DeMorgan's Law (A●B)'=A'+B' (A+B)'=A'●B'

10) Double Complement Law  = X

Conversion into Boolean Expression

TOP=E1+E2+E3

TOP=(A+(B●C●D))+(A●D)+C●E●(E+F)

Reduction: Application of Boolean Laws

TOP=A+BCD+AD+CE+CEF

TOP=A(1+D)+BCD+CE(1+F)

TOP=A+BCD+CE

Minimal Cut Set

1) A

2) BCD

3) CE
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a BDD. These BDDs are then combined following the logic of the gates with the guidance of the 

Boolean laws defined in Table 1-3. Whichever event occurs first is identified as the root node 

with the gate operation applied to the ‘children’ nodes (i.e., other subsequent events). Whenever 

a redundant node representing the same event is found, one branch of the diagram can be 

removed. Cut sets represent a set of nodes or events on a failure path that results in a perfect 

likelihood of occurrence (1) of the top event. An example application of the procedure is shown 

in Figure 1-4.  

 

Figure 1-4 Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) Procedure. 
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1.1.3.3 Additional Uses of Cut Sets 

The usefulness of cut set extends beyond simple identification of causes that may lead to a top 

event. Determination of cut sets can also be used to evaluate the probability of top events, 

vulnerability to common causes and the importance of specific cut sets and initiators (basic 

event) in a system failure. 

1.1.3.3.1 Probability calculations 

The probability of a top event in a fault tree is the calculated chance of the top undesirable event 

occurring under current circumstances. Since cut sets represent groups of initiators that guarantee 

the occurrence of a top event, given that all events in the set occur, the top event probability can 

be calculated if the probabilities of basic events are known. In most cases, top event probability 

is equivalent to the sum of the cut set probabilities. Individual cut set probability is determined as 

the product (multiplication) of all the probabilities for initiators in the set.  Likewise, 

intermediate event probabilities can be calculated using the same approach.  

1.1.3.3.2 Common Cause Vulnerability & Probability 

Common cause failures (CCFs) are two or more component failures resulting from a common 

cause. This type of failure is particularly important in that ignoring common cause susceptibility 

of any system can lead to significant underestimation of top event probability, especially when 

redundant identical components are used in system construction (Stamatelatos et al., 2002). 

There are two ways to identify or account for CCF contributions in a fault tree. First, CCFs can 

be added to a fault tree model as an additional initiator. For example, if component failure is a 

basic event and it is possible that a common cause may lead to the failure, the initiator is 

converted to an intermediate event, an OR gate is added below, and inputs are developed to 

represent random and common cause failures. Alternatively, CCFs can be coded in a fault tree by 
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assigning unique letter subscripts to basic events that may be affected by common causes, such 

as heat, moisture, maintenance, and human error. In such cases, causes of events vary and thus, 

certain initiators may have multiple or no subscripts.  

Common causes can be later examined in minimal cut sets. If events in a minimal cut set 

have identical subscripts on all initiators, then the top event in the fault tree is vulnerable to 

common causes. If at least two independent individual failures, associated with the same 

common cause, appear in a cut set, the cut set should be marked and examined by an analyst 

(Vrbanić, Košutić, Vuković & Šimić, 2003). Control recommendations and cause-specific 

remedies should be applied to address such vulnerabilities.  

The FTA probability model assumes that events are independent. However, if one failure 

occurs that is associated with a common cause, it is likely that other related failures will occur. 

The probability of each common cause should be analyzed and applied to the probability of 

occurrence of each basic event in a fault tree, which may be susceptible to the common cause. 

The top event probability can be calculated based on minimal cut set determination and 

accounting for the likelihood of common causes. While this form of FTA was not further 

explored in this project, the system sensitivity of a system to common causes can also be further 

analyzed. 

1.1.3.3.3 Importance & Rank 

Importance and ranks of cut sets are useful tools for prioritizing system issues and identifying the 

relative contribution of cut sets or specific events to top event probability. Several types of 

common importance measures are available for Static Fault Tree Analysis, as summarized by 

Cobo (1996), including Birnbuam’s structural importance, Risk Reduction Worth (RRW), Risk 

Achievement Worth (RAW), and Fussell-Vesely (F-V) Importance. Among these four 
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importance measures, Birnbuam’s structural importance, RRW, and RAW all focus on 

examining the importance of specific initiators to a top event. Variations in techniques involve 

observing changes in top event probability by setting initiator failure probability to 0 (the system 

always working) and/or 1 (a system certain to fail). The Fussell-Vesely (F-V) Importance 

approach supports a wide range of applications and is capable of revealing the importance of a 

cut set and initiators to top event probability. In this approach, the importance of a cut set (Ic) is 

calculated by dividing the probability of the specific cut set by the top event probability (which is 

assumed to be the equivalent of the sum of all cut set probability). Based on the resulting values, 

cut sets can be ranked in terms of their importance. The higher the importance value, the higher 

the rank (with the highest rank being “1”). The cut set ranked as first is the most problematic cut 

set for the fault tree and system designers should prioritize the set for safety action. Based on the 

calculated cut set importance values (Ic), individual initiator importance can be determined. The 

probability values for each of the cut sets in which the initiator appears are added together. The 

importance (Ie) for individual initiating events can then be obtained by dividing the probability 

for the initiator by the top event probability. The calculated importance and rank of initiators 

then allows for analysts to identify initiating events/components of a system that are particularly 

at risk. 

1.1.3.4  Success Trees and Path Sets 

A fault tree can be easily transformed into its logical complement, a success tree (ST), which is 

also called a dual tree or dual fault tree. While fault trees are useful for identifying vulnerabilities 

in a system, success trees are useful for identifying factors that can guarantee prevention of a top 

event disaster. The success tree focuses on how a system can succeed and is handy for trade-off 

analyses, such as determining the minimum set of safety critical functions. In order to construct a 
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success tree, an analyst exchanges all the AND gates in a fault tree for OR gates and vice versa. 

All events in the fault tree are then exchanged for their complement; that is, all fault inputs 

would be exchanged for success inputs. The resulting tree will be the success tree.  

Through implementation of success trees, path sets (also referred to as success sets) can 

be obtained. A path set is the complement of a cut set. It is the set of fault tree initiators for 

which the absence of occurrence guarantees that the top event cannot occur (Stamatelatos et al., 

2002). The cut set of the success tree are essentially the path set of the original fault tree. The 

path sets can be generated by applying one of the cut set methods to the newly constructed 

success tree. There is also an alternative way to obtain path sets bypassing the construction of the 

success tree. If the minimal cut sets are determined for the original fault tree, the minimal path 

sets can be generated by complementing the minimal cut sets using Boolean algebra, specifically 

DeMorgan's theorem and other Boolean laws identified in Table 1-3. For example, if our 

minimal cut set expression is T=A+B•C, the complement would be (A+B•C)`, which can be 

converted to A`•(B•C)’ using DeMorgan’s theorem and subsequently converted to A`•(B`+C`) 

with application of the same theorem. Applying the distributive law, the minimal path sets can be 

identified from the following expression T=A`•B`+A`•C`. The minimal path sets of the fault tree 

in this case would be A`•B` and A`•C`. 

A path set, similar to a cut set, can be reduced to a minimal path set (i.e., the smallest 

number of events for which the absence of occurrence will prevent the top event) by using the 

same algorithm as is applied in obtaining a minimal cut set. The resulting minimal path set 

identifies for an analyst the minimum necessary means to achieve success (i.e, ensuring safety by 

guaranteeing non-occurrence of the top event). If any of the events within a path set occur, 

however, non-occurrence of the top event is no longer guaranteed by the event set. In addition to 
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path sets serving as a basis for identifying means by which to ensure system reliability and 

prevent system failure, path sets also provide a bridge to Reliability Block Diagram construction 

(mechanism explained below). 

1.1.4 Extension to other analysis methods 

Despite the usefulness of FTA, additional information and recommendations can often be 

generated through use of other system analysis techniques. Some of these techniques can be 

applied based on the FTA construction. Although the symbols and structures of various formal 

diagrams may differ, most of the underlying logical constructs of a fault tree are interchangeable 

with components of other cause and effect analysis techniques. Two complementary methods 

that can be extended from FTA results include Event Trees and Reliability Block Diagrams. 

In contrast to FTA, event tree analysis (ETA) is a bottom-up approach that starts with a 

single initiator and expands to cover all potential consequences. While the two approaches may 

appear to be completely opposite at first glance, an event tree is actually similar to a Binary 

Decision Diagram (BDD), which is one approach to FTA that was covered earlier. Related to 

this, ETA branching structures can be represented using fault tree events. The top event 

probability in a FTA is also often exported as a branch probability in an ETA. One challenge 

analysts should be aware of in developing event trees is the need for chronological ordering of 

events. Static fault trees often only examine a group of events that occur, and thus, lack time-

related properties representing sequential event relationships, as presented in an ETA. In general, 

the judgment of an analyst is important to model an ET based on a FT and to ensure that events 

are presented in a logical manner. 

Fault trees and reliability block diagrams (RBDs) are both analytical logic-based methods 

that can be applied to systems for reliability and other safety-related characteristic identification. 
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While the symbols and structures of the two diagram types may appear to differ, many of the 

features of each diagram are based on the same logic. RBDs represent successful pathways to 

system operation based on components function. Thus, fault trees can simulate a corresponding 

RBD based on the manipulation of cut sets and path sets. Each path set represents a successful 

left to right path through a RBD while cut sets represent the set of events in a RBD interrupt all 

success paths. 

1.1.5 FTA Methodology Limitations  

Despite the usefulness of FTA, there are some disadvantages of the method by comparison with 

other safety analysis methods that facilitate risk assessment. Fault tree analysis targets a single 

foreseeable outcome and requires extensive knowledge of a system, as well as expert time and 

effort. Furthermore, the FTA approach only assesses the probability of a top event and the 

importance of initiating events or cut sets relative to the occurrence of the top event. In other 

words, the risk assessment as part of FTA is limited to the probability of event occurrence but 

does not account for the severity of outcomes.  

In general, hazard risks are quantified using the following equation: 

Risk (consequence/time) = Frequency (events/time) * Severity (consequence/event) (1) 

Unlike other safety analysis techniques including FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis), 

PHA (Preliminary Hazard Analysis), ETA (Event Tree Analysis) and more, FTA is the only 

method that does not assess the severity of outcomes of hazard exposure. Severity is not 

examined as part of FTA because the focus is on prevention of a single “consequence”, the top 

event. However, multiple system faults (intermediate events) are typically encoded in a fault tree 

and each event may result in negative consequences. Unfortunately, the current approaches to 

FTA overlook these consequences.  
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To further examine this limitation of FTA, an additional literature review was conducted 

using the Summon Database with the keyword search phrase of [fault tree analysis AND severity 

AND ("cut set" OR "initiator") AND ("importance" OR "ranking")]. Articles were required to be 

available online and peer-reviewed for consideration in the review process. The initial search 

yielded 112 articles. The focus of the review was on identification of methods supporting 

evaluation of consequences of severity within the structure of FTA. Any studies that made use of 

severity evaluations prior to, or after, FTA by employing other safety analysis methods were not 

considered relevant. Consequently, any studies presenting the application and/or integration of 

multiple safety analysis techniques to evaluate hazard exposures were excluded. With these 

inclusion and exclusion criteria, only one study emerged as being relevant to the search (Lindhe, 

Rosén, Norberg & Bergstedt, 2009).  

Lindhe et al. (2009) study incorporated consideration of the consequence or severity of 

hazard exposure events within the scope of FTA. Their analysis involved a dynamic fault tree 

with hazard risk calculated by means of Monte Carlo simulation. They also identified the 

possibility of further investigation of risk reduction options through Bayesian analysis or risk 

matrices, but no application was presented in their paper. It should be noted that the Lindhe et al. 

assessment approach was quantitative but case specific (i.e., lost customer time). The authors 

considered the duration of a system failure and the number of persons affected as measures for 

quantifying the level of hazard risk. The consequences of intermediate events in their fault tree 

were limited to consequences that could result from the top event. That is, any intermediate event 

was not identified as having unique outcomes relative to the top event. Furthermore, risks were 

only determined for sub-systems; that is, any intermediate events directly beneath the top event, 

and combined by means of OR-gates, were considered in the analysis. In short, the approach was 
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limited in terms of consequence attributes and number of intermediate events that were 

considered.  

Aside from this specific literature search, another article describing the development of 

risk assessment techniques was also reviewed (Khan, Rathnayaka & Ahmed, 2015). This article 

pointed to a lack of consideration of event severity as part of FTA. This limitation of FTA is 

typically addressed by analysts making use of other safety analysis techniques, including but not 

limited to FMEA, ETA, PRA, Cause-Consequence analysis (CCA), Bow-tie analysis (BTA), 

Bayesian Network analysis (BNA), and Evidential Reasoning (ER) approaches. These methods 

can make use of FTA outputs (such as minimal cut sets (MCS) or the probability of a top event) 

and support evaluation of the severity of specific hazard exposure. The FTA technique alone, 

however, does not examine event or consequence severity.   

Based on this research, there is an absence of a systematic and structured approach to 

accounting for the severity of hazard consequences as part of FTA. The goal of FTA is focused 

on prevention of a single top event. In the context of FTA, the concept of risk refers to the extent 

to which a basic event or cut set contributes to the likelihood of a top event. Therefore, FTA can 

often be interpreted as limited in scope in comparison to other safety analysis techniques. 

Substantial time and effort are required to evaluate a single negative system outcome, which 

must also be foreseeable by the analyst; however, the method does not provide a basis for 

severity analysis and by extension, actual risk assessment. Having said this, the construction of a 

fault tree, leading up to the targeted catastrophic top event, is generally defined by cascading 

intermediate events. While often overlooked by analysts, most of these intermediate events also 

represent system faults that may lead to negative outcomes. These consequences are not taken 
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into consideration in FTA. With this in mind, the present work seeks to expand the scope of FTA 

in terms of negative outcomes of intermediate events and evaluation of severity of consequences.  

The following sections present a review of existing electronic software tools for applying 

FTA. This market survey is intended to further establish the absence of tools for assessing the 

severity of event outcomes/consequences as part of FTA applications. The review also serves to 

identify superior tools that may provide a platform for an applied extension of the FTA 

methodology. 

1.2 Computer Application of FTA  

1.2.1 FTA Software and Existing Software on Market 

While Fault Tree Analysis can be performed by manual calculations with pencil and paper, the 

analyst workload of hand-construction of fault trees and performing analyses can be cumbersome 

and laborious, especially in cases where the fault tree has many branches. FTA software 

applications have been developed to minimize analyst workload. These applications are 

particularly useful when analyzing large and complex fault trees. They are also useful for 

detection of analysis errors that analysts can easily overlook during hand-calculations. Many 

packages also provide fault tree validation support for novice users in form of error feedback.  

In general, FTA software applications have two main functions: (1) fault tree graph 

construction; and (2) FTA computations to yield various outputs (e.g., cut sets). A specific online 

search of software applications with the keywords “fault tree analysis” revealed 13 major 

commercially available FTA software packages on the market that provide different degrees of 

function fulfillment. FTA programs that can be found online include FaultTree+ (Reliability 

workbench), Windchill FTA, Relyence Fault Tree, TopEvent FTA 2017 Professional, Fault Tree 

in ITEM ToolKit, RAM commander FTA, EMFTA, BlockSim, OpenFTA, Fault tree analyser, 
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Microsoft Visio, SmartDraw, and Edraw. A table of these software applications and related 

license expenses are shown in Appendix I. All of these applications were reviewed regarding 

their functionality as well as usability.  

1.2.2 FTA User population 

As previously mentioned, FTA is a technique used to identify causes of failure, vulnerabilities, 

and/or reliability of systems. While a fault tree diagram can be developed for almost any type of 

situation leading to undesirable outcomes, its use is mainly focused in area of safety engineering. 

There are many well-known examples of FTA being applied after accidents have occurred for 

cause analysis and prevention of future accidents. There are also many examples of FTA being 

used during product development and/or implementation to minimize the likelihood of the most 

disastrous anticipated outcome. In other words, FTA is applicable to prospective system analysis 

at the design stage, existing active system analysis, and system post-disaster analysis. As long as 

there are identifiable system elements for analysis, FTA can be used to identify system 

vulnerabilities and root causes of a particular disaster. 

 Fault tree analysis may have a wide field of application but analysts that make use of the 

approach represent a relatively small community of safety professionals with various levels of 

expertise. Safety professionals may come from various backgrounds including designers, 

engineers, investigators and various field experts, whose job descriptions include system safety 

inspections. The present assessment of current FTA software applications takes into 

consideration all potential user types, from the inexperienced novices that only know basic FTA 

rules to practiced safety professional with years of application experience. Based on the stage of 

system development and/or implementation, as well as the level of user expertise, the particular 

focus of a FTA may vary. For example, a post-disaster accident investigation by a disaster 
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investigator may emphasize the need for detection of primary contributors and top-event 

probability reduction. Whereas, the focus of analysis for a product/system designer may be on 

reducing the potential of a negative consequence of the top-event, as much as possible, given 

limited resources. On the other hand, a system evaluator that handles system maintenance or 

evaluation of new technology purchases may want to focus a FTA on ways to keep a system 

running (success tree) or identification of common cause failures (vulnerabilities) in the system. 

In summary, different users may approach FTA with different intentions and levels of expertise; 

however, it is important for FTA tools to meet the needs of various users, including facilitation 

of hazard severity assessments.   

1.2.3 Preliminary FTA Software Assessment 

Given the diversity of the potential user population and corresponding needs, this section focuses 

on identifying a superior software application that addresses the range of FTA methods and is 

usable in nature. A preliminary software assessment is conducted on the 13 commercially 

available FTA software programs currently available on the market.  

To evaluate the features of these programs, a function inventory table was developed. 

Those software programs found to address the majority of user needs were then examined from a 

usability perspective, including an inventory of usability features, based on identified usability 

paradigms. Finally, a composite “score” was generated for each application based on the FTA-

essential function inventory and application usability ratings. Using this composite score, the 

currently available applications were compared. The FTA application satisfying the most user 

needs and providing the most usable access of features was identified as the superior market 

application. 
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1.2.3.1 Software Function Inventory 

A function inventory was developed to assess the functional capabilities of the commercial FTA 

software programs. The inventory was used to identify a superior platform for development of 

the prototype FTA software. Although dynamic fault tree functionalities may be present in some 

specific programs, due to the scope of the present project, these functions were not examined. As 

a basis for the functional assessment of current commercial FTA programs, three broad 

categories of desirable static FTA functions were identified. These categories included: (1) fault 

tree construction; (2) fault tree analysis; and (3) extension of results to other analyses. Due to 

page size limitations, this table has been divided into three sections. The section presenting the 

inventory of FTA functions, which is directly relevant to the present study, is shown in Table 1-

4. The other two sections of the table are presented in Appendix A. 

As users seek to construct a fault tree, it is expected that an application will provide tools 

for accurate representation of events and gates and that the user will be able to manipulate the 

event/gate positions in a tree. These specific application features were identified and inspected 

when each existing application was used for constructing a fault tree. Certain applications 

provide additional features that allow for display of a fault tree in a table format and 

addition/manipulation of event/gate properties directly in the table. Consequently, these features 

also became points of analysis in FT construction. The capabilities of the software application to 

support extensions of FTA (as identified in Section 1.1.4) were also analyzed. The table 

presented in Appendix A lists these extensions.  

With respect to the FTA category of desired functions, all of the static fault tree analysis 

outputs (see Section 1.1.3) are included under this category in Table 1-4. Two additional features 
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for inspection were the availability of different methods for obtaining cut sets and the 

transparency of application processes (i.e., whether users can inspect a calculation, if so desired).  

In order to investigate the available functions of a software package, a common task of 

building a specific fault tree and obtaining all possible static fault tree analysis outputs was 

systematically performed with each of the programs to test for availability of individual features. 

Individual application capabilities to transfer FTA results to other analysis methods were noted 

in the function inventory table along with detailed notes/critiques on application features (see 

Appendix A). 

Of the 13 FTA products on the market, three applications (Microsoft Visio, SmartDraw, 

and Edraw) were found to be only simple graphing tools with no analysis capabilities. The 

software programs including EMFTA and Fault tree analyser took went a step further than 

graphing but only included limited computation capabilities for cut set determination and 

generation of probabilities. Consequently, only eight of the 13 FTA products on market were 

found to satisfy (to some degree) the advanced set of static FTA computational capabilities. 

Among these eight products, a common issue was found in accurate representation of events as 

part of fault trees. In these products, intermediate events are merged with gates; that is, 

intermediate events are treated as descriptions at a gate rather than stand-alone, independent 

events. This form of representation is often counter to experienced user mental models. 

Furthermore, the representation suggests gate-to-gate connections, which violates the 

fundamental FTA rule of ‘no gate to gate connections’. The offending feature is most likely 

present in commercial FTA software applications for ease of computation from a programming 

standpoint. Other various issues were encountered during performance of the use-case scenario, 

which supported the need for usability analysis as a follow-on to the functional analysis. 
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Unfortunately, none of the identified software applications were found to support all of 

the desired FTA functions. As the primary objective of FTA is to generate outputs that can be 

used to identify pathways to a top-event as well as the likelihood of the event, emphasis was 

placed on this particular category as part of the functional evaluation of the software packages. A 

total of nine desired FTA functions were identified. Among these, three functions were identified 

as being less common among applications. These included (calculation) transparency, multiple 

cut set methods, and Success Tree (Path set) output. Among the 13 candidate applications, only 

two packages supported these functions. In order to accelerate the evaluation process, the 

candidate applications were evaluated in terms of the number of satisfied FTA functions with the 

expectation of fulfilling at least six functions. Any application with six or more available FTA 

functions (from the list of nine) was considered as being capable of satisfying most user needs. 

Consequently, these applications were further analyzed in terms of performance and usability. As 

a result of the functional analysis, only four applications proceeded to the usability evaluation 

stage. 
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Table 1-4 FTA Software Function Inventory Table.  

 

Event Probability 

Input

Top Event 

Probability 

calculation

Common Cause 

Vulnerability

Minimal cut set 

(MCS) Output

Transparency 

(Option to 

Display Process)

Multiple cut set 

method
Importance

Ranking by 

Importance

Success Tree 

(Path Set) Output

TopEvent FTA 2017 

Professional
Y Y N Y N Y Y Y N 6

PTC Windchill Quality 

Solutions ver. 11
Y Y Y Y N N Y N N 5

FaultTree+ (Reliability 

workbench)
Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 7

Relyence Fault Tree Y Y N Y N N Y Y N 5

RAM commander FTA Y Y Y Y N N Y Y N 6

ITEM ToolKit › Fault Tree Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 7

BlockSim (reliasoft-synthesis 

11)
Y Y N Y N N N N N 3

EMFTA Y Y N Y N N N N N 3

Fault tree analyser Y Y N Y N N N N N 3

Microsoft Visio N N N N N N N N N 0

SmartDraw N N N N N N N N N 0

Edraw N N N N N N N N N 0

Software

Total Available 

FTA-specific 

functions

Fault Tree Analysis
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1.2.3.2 Software Usability Inventory 

During the design of FTA software applications, many functional capabilities may be taken into 

consideration; however, current interface design suggest that consideration of usability features 

is less common. During the functional analysis, and execution of the use-case scenario, use of 

application functions beyond graphing was at times, not intuitive and unnecessarily complicated. 

Some functions require users to rely heavily on manuals or help functions. Certain functions 

were hard to use even with the aid of the user manual, indicating a lack of user support. It may be 

the case that the design of some programs was targeted at safety expert, but many features of 

these applications are simply not user friendly for novices. In order to further investigate these 

potential application usability issues, a structured usability assessment was conducted. 

The four software programs (TopEvent FTA 2017 Professional, FaultTree+ within 

Reliability workbench, RAM commander FTA, and Fault Tree module within ITEM ToolKit) 

that were identified to contain most of the desired FTA functionalities were submitted to a 

preliminary usability assessment. The usability paradigms and principles described by Dix, 

Finlay, Abowd, and Beale (2004) were used as inspection guidelines. According to Dix et al., 

there are three main usability paradigms, including: learnability, flexibility, and robustness. 

Learnability measures how easily novice users can learn to effectively navigate and interact with 

a system. Flexibility examines the different information and interaction pathways between the 

user and system. Lastly, robustness views the level of support provided to the user to achieve a 

desired goal. Each category contains individual principles. The list of principles and 

corresponding definitions are presented in Table 1-5 below. 
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Table 1-5 Usability Paradigms According to Dix et al (2004). 

 

The FTA software applications were evaluated in terms of the identified usability 

paradigms, in general, and violations of the specific usability principles. Appendix B presents 

tables of the individual application violations of usability principles. A Likert scale from 1 to 5 

(see Table 1-6) was used for rating the degree of violation of each principle by the severity of 

Paradigm Principle Definition Related Principles

Predictability
Support for the user to determine the effect of future 

action based on past interaction history
Operation visibility

Synthesizability
Support for the user to assess the effect of past 

operations on the current state

Immediate/eventual 

honesty

Familiarity

The extent to which a user’s knowledge and experience 

in other real-world or computer-based domains can be 

applied when interacting with a new system

Guessability, 

affordance

Generalizability

Support for the user to extend knowledge of specific 

interaction within and across applications to other 

similar situations

Consistency
Likeness in input–output behavior arising from similar 

situations or similar task objectives

Dialog initiative
Allowing the user freedom from artificial constraints on 

the input dialog imposed by the system

System/user pre-

emptiveness

Multi-threading
Ability of the system to support user interaction 

pertaining to more than one task at a time

interleaving, multi-

modality

Task Migratability

The ability to pass control for the execution of a given 

task so that it becomes either internalized by the user 

or the system or shared between them

Substutivity
Allowing equivalent values of input and output to be 

arbitrarily substituted for each other

Representation 

multiplicity, equal 

opportunity

Customizability
Modifiability of the user interface by the user or the 

system

Adaptivity, 

adaptability

Observability
Ability of the user to evaluate the internal state of the 

system from its perceivable representation

Browsability, 

static/dynamic 

defaults, reachability, 

persistence, 

operation visibility

Recoverability
Ability of the user to take corrective action once an 

error has been recognized

Reachability, 

forward/ backward 

recovery, 

commensurate effort

Responsivness
How the user perceives the rate of communication with 

the system
Stability

Task conformance

The degree to which the system services support all of 

the tasks the user wishes to perform and in the way 

that the user understands them

Task completeness, 

task adequacy

Robustness

Flexibility

Learnability
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usability problems (Dix et al., 2004). Factors such as perceived severity of problems, problem 

frequency, as well as the effort needed to overcome a problem, were all taken into consideration 

in judging the level of principle violations (Dix et al, 2004).  

Table 1-6 Table of Usability Rating Categories. 

Rating  Categories Evaluation criteria 

1 
Usability Catastrophic; imperative to fix before 

release 

Severe issue that cannot be overcome by 

effort and prevent success task completion or 

increase possibility of error 

2 Major usability problem Considerable effort needed to overcome issue 

3 Minor usability problem 
Common issue that can be overcome with a 

little effort 

4 Cosmetic problem only 
Minor cosmetic issues that does not directly 

impact task performance 

5 I don't agree that this is a usability problem at all No usability problem 

 

A total usability score was generated for each software application based on the usability 

principle ratings. A total of 70 points were possible for the 14 identified usability principles. The 

greater the degree of application violation of individual usability principles, the lower the overall 

usability score. An average usability rating across principles (total rating/number of principles) 

was also calculated along with a percentage of adherence to usability principles (total rating/total 

possible score).  

Table 1-7 presents a summary of the usability analysis for the FTA applications, 

according to the identified paradigms and principles. The FTA software application TopEvent 

FTA 2017 Professional was identified as the most usable software with a total score of 59 and 

84.29% adherence to the identified usability principles. On average, this application had a 

usability rating of approximately 4.2. This average rating exceeded the usability ratings of the 

other three software applications, which were around 3.      
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Table 1-7 Usability Inventory for FTA Applications. 

 

1.2.3.3 Software Composite Score 

The last step of the FTA software assessment involved determining a common composite score 

that could be used for comparison of programs. The main factors in the composite score were the 

usability scores and the number of available FTA functions. The score was generated with the 

following equation: 

Composite score = Average usability score * Number of available FTA functions  (2) 

The resulting scores are presented in Table 1-8. According to the results presented in Table 1-8, 

TopEvent FTA 2017 Professional was rated as the leading software that has most of the user-

desired function and highest usability rating.  

 

Paradigm Principle

TopEvent FTA 

2017 

Professional

FaultTree+ 

(Reliability 

workbench)

RAM 

commander 

FTA

ITEM ToolKit › 

Fault Tree

Predictability 3 2 3 2

Synthesizability 5 2 2 2

Familiarity 4 2 4 3

Generalizability 3 4 5 5

Consistency 5 2 3 3

Dialog initiative 5 3 3 3

Multi-threading 5 5 5 5

Task Migratability 5 5 5 5

Substutivity 3 3 5 3

Customizability 5 5 5 5

Observability 3 3 3 3

Recoverability 5 5 5 1

Responsivness 5 5 5 5

Task conformance 3 1 1 1

59 47 54 46

4.21 3.36 3.86 3.29

84.29% 67.14% 77.14% 65.71%

Average

Percentage

Learnability

Flexibility

Robustness

Total
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Table 1-8 Software Composite Score Table. 

ID Software 

Average 

Usability 

Score 

Across 

Principles 

Available 

FTA 

Essential 

Functions 

Composite 

Score of 

Software 

1 TopEvent FTA 2017 Professional 4.21 6 25.29 

2 FaultTree+ (Reliability workbench) 3.36 7 23.50 

3 RAM commander FTA 3.86 6 23.14 

4 ITEM ToolKit › Fault Tree 3.29 7 23.00 

 

1.3 Research Motivation  

Based on the limitations of Static FTA identified through literature review, as well as the 

analysis on available functions of commercial FTA software applications, it was concluded that 

there is an absence of tools and applications for assessing hazard severity as part of FTA. 

Methodological consideration of consequence severity in FTA is practically non-existent in both 

the literature or commercially available software packages. There is a need to develop a 

structural method that researchers and analysts can use to account for severity of event 

consequences as part of FTA.  

The proposed project is focused on the introduction of a novel structured approach to 

examination of the probability of consequences occurring at specific levels of severity within a 

FTA application. The goal of the project is to broaden the scope of FTA and allow for a more 

reliable and sensitive way to prioritize allocation of safety engineering resources to risky fault-

inducing system events. 

The project is divided into two phases with each addressing a different major objective. 

Phase I focuses on analytical method development and demonstration (a numerical example). 

Phase II is focused on empirical validation of an extension of FTA as implemented through a 

software prototype. In the first phase, the new approach to event severity assessment, as part of 

FTA, is introduced. A demonstration of the sensitivity of the approach for differentiating among 
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various event risks is presented based on existing case data. The second phase of the project 

builds on this basis and seeks to validate the approach through an experiment involving expert 

evaluation of the methodology. The leading FTA software application, as identified in Section 

1.2.3.3, was used as a foundation for developing a prototype to present the new severity 

assessment method as part of the experiment.  
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2 Phase 1: Analytical Method Development and Demonstration 

2.1 Method Description and Development 

As discussed above, there is a lack of structural consequence severity considerations within FTA. 

The first phase of this dissertation is dedicated to the introduction of an approach that addresses 

this limitation by incorporating severity measures in FTA. In this method, consequences of both 

top and intermediate events are examined. The proposed method is most applicable for hazard 

analysis cases producing large FTs with multiple intermediate events (faults) posing different 

levels of severity of outcomes. Furthermore, the approach is also useful in situations where an 

analyst needs to make allocation of limited safety resources based on event risk assessments, or 

prioritization of basic events and/or cut sets.  

The approach provides advantages over the traditional FTA approach in that it is not 

limited to analyzing only the probability of one a single consequence resulting from a top event, 

but it allows for identification of all potential consequences of intermediates events with 

different severity levels and associated probabilities. A conceptual comparison of the difference 

between traditional FTA methods and new approach is shown in Figure 2-1.  
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The goal of the new approach is to support identification of risks (the probability of 

consequence occurrence) at specific levels of severity. This approach is unique with respect to 

FTA and has not been previously explored in research. The approach is somewhat similar to 

consequence severity level (CSL) analysis by Leung and Rife (2017) in terms of focus on 

consequence severity; however, the CSL analysis only examines events that may increase 

severity levels of outcomes and the method is limited to identification of event risk levels. The 

proposed approach addresses the severity of all fault tree top and intermediate event outcomes. It 

also allows for identification of major contributors to outcome severity levels in terms of 

initiating events or cut sets. The method also supports ranking of contributors in terms of 

importance to specific severity levels of event outcomes. In general, the new approach is 

expected to further support risk reduction efforts as related to specific negative outcome 

occurrences.  

The overarching goal of the new severity analysis approach as part of FTA is to allow 

decision makers to prioritize initiating events that have the greatest impact on the probability of 

3 IE4 

8 

IE3 

IE5 

6 

3 IE6 

7 

5 4 

4 IE1 

Example description:  
In this FT, one of the cut sets will be [3, 4]. Occurrence of events 3 and 4 
is sufficient for triggering the top event (process shown in “red”). 
However, in addition to the occurrence of the top event, the 
intermediate events along the activation pathway will also occur. These 
events also have specific negative consequences. 

TE 

IE2 

1 2 

Traditional Approach: 
Only assess probability 
of the top event 

Consequence Severity-Probability Approach: 
Assess probability of consequences classified by 
severity level as event cascades from initiators 

Figure 2-1 Difference between Traditional and Proposed Approach. 
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consequences that pose the greatest risk. Through the use of severity ratings, an analyst can 

identify particularly risky intermediate events, in addition to the common calculation of the 

likelihood of the top event. Combination of the new approach with existing methods, like 

MOCUS, can allow for identification of cut sets and initiators with the greatest potential to cause 

damage. 

2.2 Analytical Procedure with Illustrated Example  

As discussed above, the risk of a hazard is actually the probability of a system fault or failure 

occurring, the probability of a consequence occurring (given that a fault has occurred), and the 

severity of the consequence. This quotient is mathematically expressed as: Rc=p(Fc)*p(C|F)*Sc 

 (3) 

Here, Rc is the composite risk value, p(Fc) is the probability of a system fault, p(C|F) is the 

likelihood of a consequence or damage given the fault, and Sc is the qualitative or quantitative 

assessment of the severity of a consequence. Having identified this equation, in certain 

situations, the severity of a hazard outcome is not necessarily quantifiable, especially when 

outcomes are measured in terms of different types of loss (e.g., degree of human injury). 

Consequently, severity assessments may not be used to directly generate risk values due to the 

fact that the severity levels are ordinal in nature. The proposed approach can be used to 

accommodate a lack of quantitative severity data in these situations. Here, risk is quantified as 

the probability of consequence occurrence at a specific level of severity (see Table 2-1). 

Table 2-1 Example of Risk Quantification at Levels of Outcome Severity. 

 

Severity Lvl 1 (Catastrophic) Severity Lvl 2 (Critical) Severity Lvl 3 (Marginal) Severity Lvl 4 (Negligible) Severity Lvl 5 (None)

p(Fc)*p(c|F) p(Fc)*p(c|F) p(Fc)*p(c|F) p(Fc)*p(c|F) p(Fc)*p(c|F)
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An example fault tree was used to demonstrate this specific risk assessment approach as 

part of the new analysis methods. A step-by-step procedure for application of the approach is 

provided here. 

Step 1: A fault tree of a historical or foreseeable accident must first be developed with unique 

identifiers assigned to all events. Identical identifiers should only be assigned in instances of 

redundant initiators or intermediate events. An example fault tree is shown below in Figure 2-2. 

Step 2: Probability values must be assigned to all initiators. Probability data can be gathered 

through historical hazard/accident databases, safety records or benchmarking data on similar 

systems.  

 

Figure 2-2 Fault Tree and Assignment of Probabilities to Initiators. 

In cases where prior data are not available or reliable, probability values can be derived based 

on expert judgement of the possibility of outcomes using a fuzzy estimation approach, a method 

that has been demonstrated to be effective in prior studies (Lavasani, Ramzali, Sabzalipour & 

Akyuz, 2015). Lavasani et al. showed how expert possibility assessments could be converted into 
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probability data for analysis purposes. Experts can speculate the possibility of occurrence of 

events using linguistic terms (“very low”, “low”, “medium”, “high”, “very high”), which can 

then be translated into a pre-determined intervals of possibility values (for example, 0-0.2, 0.21-

0.4, 0.41-0.6, 0.61-0.8, 0.81-1) with use of fuzzy sets. Possibilities are then aggregated based on 

weighting factors of individual expert raters (i.e., a score for rater based on professional position, 

service time, education level and age). The Similarity Aggregation Method (SAM) is used for 

this purpose. The aggregated fuzzy possibilities are then defuzzified into a crisp possibility score 

through application of defuzzification techniques, such as Centre of Gravity (COG) or Centre of 

Area (COA). Lastly, that obtained fuzzy failure possibility can be transformed into a fuzzy 

failure probability by use of a mathematical function. For the purpose of the study, however, the 

application of this approach is not discussed in further detail. The key point of the above 

description is that a standardized approach, involving defuzzification techniques and specific 

mathematical functions, has been established in the past to translate linguistic descriptions of 

probability from a group of subject experts into specific event failure probabilities. It should be 

noted that even though the probabilities applied in these analyses are typically estimates and may 

not be exact, the FTA remains useful for relative comparisons of hazard event exposures for a 

single system within specific domain. Once individual probabilities of occurrence are assigned to 

all basic events (initiators), an analyst can then shift their focus to possible event consequences.  

Step 3: Determine and list all the potential foreseeable consequences of the top and intermediate 

events/faults. For example, an event of collision may lead to minor cuts/bruises, broken bones, 

and in rare cases, even death; thus, these will be listed as potential consequences to the collision 

event. It should be noted that only negative consequences are listed in this step. If a fault does 
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not directly cause a negative outcome, the analyst notes “none”.  In general, the analyst should 

only consider direct negative impacts of a fault. 

Step 4: Identify the severity scale to be used throughout the analysis. The severity scale can be 

selected from existing severity ranking methods, such as the Hazard Severity Categories (MIL-

STD-882E) identified by the Department of Defense (2012). A custom scale can also be defined 

by an analyst with criteria such production rate, monetary/profit loss, and more. The analyst 

should select a severity categorization scheme befitting the particular application domain. What 

is considered as negligible by government may be considered catastrophic by small businesses. 

The selected severity level table must be consistently used for all event analyses and for 

interpretation of the FTA results. It should be noted that in instances in which an existing 

severity scale is selected but an inspection of events with negligible outcomes is desired, an 

additional level of zero severity may be necessary and can be added. Certain existing hazard 

severity scales may lump outcomes with no negative consequence into a “negligible” category. 

Consequently, analyses using this type of scale may overinflate the probability of negligible 

consequences. For this demonstration, the hazard categorization scheme provided in MIL-STD-

882E is used with an additional severity category 5, so that negative consequences of all severity 

level can be accurately examined (see Table 2-2). An analyst should ensure that the severity 

levels in the table encompass all potential consequences. 

Table 2-2 Example Severity Level Table. 

 

Cat. Description Monetary Loss Death Disability Injury Env. Damage

1 Catastrophic ≥10M P
Permanent 

Total
N/A

Irreversible 

Significant

2 Critical 1M ≤ x ≤ 10M X
Permanent 

Partial

Hospitalization of 

3+ Personnels

Reversible 

Significant

3 Marginal 100K  ≤ x ≤ 1M X X ≥1 lost work day
Reversible 

Moderate

4 Negligible 100K X X No lost work Minimal

5 None No Safety-related Negative Consequences
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Step 5: Once the severity scale is set, the analyst can begin classifying consequences in terms of 

the levels of severity and obtaining the possibility of each type of outcome. All identified 

consequences of top and intermediate events should be sorted into specific levels of severity. 

Continuing from the example of collision, minor cuts/bruises would be considered as a negligible 

outcome. A broken bone might be considered as marginal, while death would be considered as a 

catastrophic outcome. Following this classification, the likelihood of such consequences should 

be determined. In other words, if an event was to happen, what is the likelihood that it would 

cause a negative outcome of a specific severity? Minor cuts may be the most common outcome 

while death from collision may be very rare. The likelihood of individual consequences will vary 

even if an event does occur. A probability from 0 to 1 should be assigned for the occurrence of 

negative outcomes associated with each individual event. For each event, the summation of 

consequence likelihoods across the severity categories should be equal to 1. In case of planning 

for worst-case scenarios, a single probability value of 1 should be assigned to the severity level 

of the worst credible (possible) outcome associated with an event. The lowest severity level 

(None) is assigned the probability of 1 minus the summation of all other consequence 

probabilities to ensure that the total probability across each row the consequence severity table 

adds-up to 1. For events that do not appear to result in a negative outcome, the probability of 1 

should be assigned in the column of severity Level 5 (None). An outcome possibility table (see 

Table 2-3) should be constructed with the list of potential outcome likelihoods for all top and 

intermediate events. Again, the probability data of the initiators can mostly be gathered via 

historical hazard/accident databases, safety records, or past data from similar systems (including 

probability of initiators). In cases where prior data are not available or reliable, the probability 
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values can again, be derived by expert linguistic judgement of outcome possibility via use of a 

fuzzy approach, as described above.  

Table 2-3 Outcome Possibility Table. 

Event-

ID 

Severity Lvl 1 

(Catastrophic) 

Severity Lvl 

2 (Critical) 

Severity Lvl 3 

(Marginal) 

Severity Lvl 4 

(Negligible) 

*Severity Lvl 

5 (None) 

TE 0.75 0.25 0 0 0 

IE1 0 0.2 0.5 0.3 0 

IE2 0 0 0.75 0.25 0 

IE3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 

IE4 0 0.3 0.15 0.3 0.25 

IE5 0 0.25 0.35 0.3 0.1 

IE6 0 0 0.1 0.8 0.1 

* Severity level 5 is assigned a complementary possibility which is equal to 1 minus the sum of 

probability at severity level 1-4.  

 

2.2.1 Risk Identification and Assessment at Event Level 

Step 6: Make a preliminary assessment of risk at the event level. With this analysis approach, it 

is possible to determine risk for specific events and severity levels as long as established risk-

related standards are present for severity categories (i.e., what constitutes or describes the 

particular level of consequence). This step can be performed in conjunction with importance 

ranking of cut sets and initiators, as introduced below, or it can be performed separately. The risk 

assessment can be broken down into three parts. The first part (Step 6.1) involves calculation of 

top and intermediate events probabilities of occurrence based on initiator probabilities and use of 

Boolean logic. It should be noted that all probabilities of basic events are assumed to be 

independent in this approach. The probability of an event is equal to the sum of all input event 

probabilities if the inputs are connected by an OR gate. The probability of an event is equal to 

the product of all input event probabilities if inputs are connected by an AND gate. For example, 

in the example fault tree presented in Figure 2-2, p(IE1) = p(IE2)+p(3) and p(IE2)=p(1)*p(2). If 

identical (redundant) events are encountered in the fault tree, it can be assumed that identical 

Note: 

Must 

total 

1.0 

across 

severity 

levels 
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series of events will have the same likelihoods of occurrence and should have the same 

importance ratings. An example of an event probability table calculated from initiator probability 

values derived from the example fault tree in Figure 2-2 is presented below in Table 2-4. 

Table 2-4 Event Probability Table. 

 

The next part (step 6.2) involves identification of the actual risk probabilities associated with 

the events. To obtain consequence probabilities associated with individual events, the analyst 

must multiply the vector of event/fault probabilities by the matrix of individual events with the 

potential to cause outcomes at a specific severity. An example is shown below in Figure 2-3. The 

result is the likelihood of outcome occurrence at each level of severity associated with particular 

events. The total likelihood of all consequences at a particular level of severity is totaled at the 

bottom of the outcomes probability table and can be used to infer the possibility of negative 

outcomes for the current system (or set of initiators). Furthermore, these total probabilities for 

each level of severity can be used for comparison of risk among systems, as characterized using 

fault trees. It is possible to identify particular system configurations (the set of initiators and 

probabilities) that yield the greatest likelihood of loss at a specific level of severity. 

Event-ID p(E)

TE 1.27E-10

IE1 5.05E-04

IE2 5.00E-06

IE3 5.03E-04

IE4 2.50E-06

IE5 5.00E-04

IE6 1.20E-09
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Figure 2-3 Outcome Probabilities Associated with Events Across Severity. 

Once the levels of risk are identified, the potential impacts on safety resources can then be 

projected. This third and final step (Step 6.3) is only possible if there are established safety 

guidelines related to the various categories of severity of outcome. The probability of an event 

yielding an outcome at a specific level of severity can be compared with standard risk policies 

(e.g., the Risk Assessment Matrix or FAA Aviation Severity Levels and Allowed Risk) in order 

to determine whether the risk level is acceptable or unacceptable and what actions need to be 

taken (if any). If a calculated risk exceeds standard criteria, the precipitating event can be 

interpreted as a risky target that should be prioritized for safety counter-measures. Furthermore, 

in certain established standards, risk assessment guidelines also provide analysts with the 

necessary steps to risk management that should be taken prior to risk acceptance. A 

demonstration of application of the MIL-STD-882E risk management guidelines to the example 

FTA data is presented below in Table 2-5. (Figure 2-4 merely provides a conversion of the exact 

probabilities of event outcomes at particular levels of severity to risk scores as identified in the 

MIL-STD-882E risk assessment matrix.) From Figure 2-4, we can see that intermediate event 3 

is found to pose a serious risk while the other critical/marginal consequences represent moderate 

risks. Negligible outcomes have a low risk, as would be expected. Based on the result of this risk 

assessment, catastrophic consequences are most in need of attention and countermeasures for 

Event-ID p(E)
Event-

ID

Severity Lvl 1 

(Catastrophic)

Severity Lvl 2 

(Critical)

Severity Lvl 3 

(Marginal)

Severity Lvl 4 

(Negligible)
Event-ID

Severity Lvl 1 

(Catastrophic)

Severity Lvl 2 

(Critical)

Severity Lvl 3 

(Marginal)

Severity Lvl 4 

(Negligible)

TE 1.27E-10 TE 0.75 0.25 0 0 TE 9.52E-11 3.17E-11 0 0

IE1 5.05E-04 IE1 0 0.2 0.5 0.3 IE1 0 1.01E-04 2.53E-04 1.52E-04

IE2 5.00E-06 X IE2 0 0 0.75 0.25 = IE2 0 0 3.75E-06 1.25E-06

IE3 5.03E-04 IE3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 IE3 5.03E-05 1.51E-04 1.51E-04 1.01E-04

IE4 2.50E-06 IE4 0 0.3 0.15 0.3 IE4 0 7.50E-07 3.75E-07 7.50E-07

IE5 5.00E-04 IE5 0 0.25 0.35 0.3 IE5 0 1.25E-04 1.75E-04 1.50E-04

IE6 1.20E-09 IE6 0 0 0.1 0.8 IE6 0 0 1.20E-10 9.60E-10

Total 5.03E-05 3.78E-04 5.82E-04 4.04E-04

Note: The ‘Total’ row at the bottom of the table represents the sum of individual probabilities at a specific level of severity (indicated at the 

top of the table). This format is applicable to all analysis tables presented in this proposal.   
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intermediate event 3 should be prioritized. The risk level in operation of the current system is 

unacceptable according to the Hazard Risk Index. 

Table 2-5 MIL-STD-882E Mishap Risk Assessment Matrix along with Hazard Risk Index. 

                   Severity 

Probability 

I 

Catastrophic 

II 

Critical 

III 

Marginal 

IV 

Negligible 

Frequent  

[>10-1] 

High 

 (1) 

High  

(3) 

Serious 

(7) 

Medium 

(13) 

Probable  

[10-2 to 10-1] 

High 

(2) 

High 

(5) 

Serious 

(9) 

Medium 

(16) 

Occasional  

[10-3 to 10-2] 

High 

(4) 

Serious 

(6) 

Medium 

(11) 

Low 

(18) 

Remote  

[10-6 to 10-3] 

Serious 

(8) 

Medium 

(10) 

Medium 

(14) 

Low 

(19) 

Improbable  

[<10-6] 

Medium 

(12) 

Medium 

(15) 

Medium 

(17) 

Low 

(20) 

 

 

Figure 2-4 Event Risk Assessment Example. 

2.2.2 Identification of Major Contributors to Risks 

Step 7: Involves identification of specific system vulnerabilities or the major risk contributors in 

a system. This step requires examination of the minimal pathway required to trigger the top 

Hazard Risk Index Criterion

1-5 (High) Unacceptable

6-9 (Serious) Undesirable

10-17 (Medium) Acceptable with review

18-20 (Low) Acceptable without review
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event. The analyst needs to obtain the MCSs of the fault tree via use of MOCUS or any other 

type of cut set analysis, as introduced in Section 1.1.3.3. MCS are the minimal set of initiators 

required for the top event to occur, which can be targeted with safety resources in order to reduce 

the likelihood of the undesirable fault. Which cut set should be targeted first remains a question 

for the analyst. Prior FTA methods only evaluate the importance of individual cut sets in terms 

of initiator probability. In the new approach, however, the goal is to prioritize initiators based on 

their respective contributions to the probability of consequence at specific levels of severity. For 

example, in the example fault tree (see Figure 2-1 or 2-2), the cut set including initiating events 3 

and 4 will not only cause the top event (TE) to occur but also intermediate events (IE) 1, 3 and 5; 

therefore, all possible consequences from these triggered events must be taken into consideration 

in identifying the most safety critical cut set. It is important to note that starting from this point, 

the analysis approach largely deviates from the traditional FTA approach. Since all associated 

event consequences are examined instead of just those for the top event, each cut set is 

associated with different intermediate event outcomes.  

Step 8: Identify the intermediate events associated with individual cut sets and obtain the 

probabilities for these triggered events. The events that are associated with cut sets can be 

identified by tracing activated links in the fault tree. Continuing with the earlier fault tree 

example, if cut set [3,4] were to occur, IE1, 3, 5 and TE will also occur. It can also be seen that 

the occurrence of initiator 3 leads to IE 1, 3 and 5, and the occurrence of initiators 3 and 4 lead to 

the TE being triggered. This event triggering concept is graphically represented in Figure 2-5. 
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Figure 2-5 Example of the Triggered Event Concept. 

For each cut set, a probability table is prepared for the triggered set of events (including both 

the intermediate and top events) (see Figure 2-6). The analyst should not list events that are not 

associated with the specific cut set. Furthermore, it should be noted that while the likelihood of a 

consequence given failure (p(c|F)) remains constant, the probability of failure associated with 

individual events (p(F)) will vary across cut sets depending on the different initiators and 

activated event pathways. Do not directly transfer the p(F) for an event from one cut set to 

another. The probability of each initiator is used to calculate the intermediate and top event 

probabilities by using a Boolean Algebra approach. Event probability is equivalent to the 

summation of the likelihood of all inputs if the inputs are connected by an OR-gate. Event 

probability is equivalent to the product of all inputs if they are connected by an AND-gate. Keep 

in mind that only active initiators (those that are present in the specific cut set) should be taken 

into consideration in this calculation. This process must be iterated for each of identified MCS 

until a probability table is obtained for each cut set. In our fault tree example, three minimal cut 

sets were obtained via application of MOCUS: [3,4], [1,2,4,5], and [1,2,6,7,8]. The process of 

event identification and probability calculation for each respective cut set is presented in Figure 

2-6. After determining the probabilities of events associated with individual cut sets, in Step 9, 
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the analyst can proceed to calculating the probabilities of cut sets yielding outcomes at a specific 

level of severity. 

 

Figure 2-6 Identification of Cut-Set Associated Events and Event Probability Tables. 

Step 9: Calculate the consequence probabilities for each cut set. To obtain these values, the 

analyst must multiply the vector of activated event probabilities by the matrix of outcome 

possibilities for the given events. Figure 2-7 presents examples of these calculations. The total 

probability values appearing at the bottom of each table represent the total likelihood of negative 
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outcomes associated with each individual cut set. These total values are used in Step 10 for 

determining cut set importance. 

 

Figure 2-7 Calculation Process of Cut-Set Associated Consequence Probability Tables. 

Step 10: Calculate the relative importance of individual cut sets and rank the cut sets for 

allocation of safety resources. These calculations allow for comparisons to be made between cut 

sets. The relative importance of individual cut set contributions to a specific severity outcome 

can be calculated from the summation of outcome probabilities for the cut sets, as determined in 

Step 9, by using an adaptation of the F-V importance calculation. The importance is calculated 

by dividing the probability of a cut set by the total probability of negative outcomes for the given 

system (summation across all cut sets). A cut set can then be ranked based on the importance 

values. Table 2-6 presents the cut set importance calculations for the sets in the present example 

as well as the rankings of the sets at each level of severity of outcomes. While the example 

reveals a consistent ranking of 1, 2, 3 across all severity levels, it should be noted that rankings 

may differ from application to application.  

Cut Set [3,4]

Event-ID p(F)
Event-

ID

Severity Lvl 1 

(Catastrophic)

Severity Lvl 2 

(Critical)

Severity Lvl 3 

(Marginal)

Severity Lvl 4 

(Negligible)
Event-ID

Severity Lvl 1 

(Catastrophic)

Severity Lvl 2 

(Critical)

Severity Lvl 3 

(Marginal)

Severity Lvl 4 

(Negligible)

TE 1.25E-10 TE 0.75 0.25 0 0 TE 9.38E-11 3.13E-11 0 0

IE1 5.00E-04 X IE1 0 0.2 0.5 0.3 = IE1 0 1.00E-04 2.50E-04 1.50E-04

IE3 5.00E-04 IE3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 IE3 5.00E-05 1.50E-04 1.50E-04 1.00E-04

IE5 5.00E-04 IE5 0 0.25 0.35 0.3 IE5 0 1.25E-04 1.75E-04 1.50E-04

Total 5.00E-05 3.75E-04 5.75E-04 4.00E-04

Cut Set [1,2,4,5]

Event-ID p(F)
Event-

ID

Severity Lvl 1 

(Catastrophic)

Severity Lvl 2 

(Critical)

Severity Lvl 3 

(Marginal)

Severity Lvl 4 

(Negligible)
Event-ID

Severity Lvl 1 

(Catastrophic)

Severity Lvl 2 

(Critical)

Severity Lvl 3 

(Marginal)

Severity Lvl 4 

(Negligible)

TE 6.25E-15 TE 0.75 0.25 0 0 TE 4.69E-15 1.56E-15 0 0

IE1 5.00E-06 X IE1 0 0.2 0.5 0.3 = IE1 0 1.00E-06 2.50E-06 1.50E-06

IE2 5.00E-06 IE2 0 0 0.75 0.25 IE2 0 0 3.75E-06 1.25E-06

IE3 2.50E-06 IE3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 IE3 2.50E-07 7.50E-07 7.50E-07 5.00E-07

IE4 2.50E-06 IE4 0 0.3 0.15 0.3 IE4 0 7.50E-07 3.75E-07 7.50E-07

Total 2.50E-07 2.50E-06 7.38E-06 4.00E-06

Cut Set [1,2,4,6,7,8]

Event-ID p(F)
Event-

ID

Severity Lvl 1 

(Catastrophic)

Severity Lvl 2 

(Critical)

Severity Lvl 3 

(Marginal)

Severity Lvl 4 

(Negligible)
Event-ID

Severity Lvl 1 

(Catastrophic)

Severity Lvl 2 

(Critical)

Severity Lvl 3 

(Marginal)

Severity Lvl 4 

(Negligible)

TE 3.00E-18 TE 0.75 0.25 0 0 TE 2.25E-18 7.50E-19 0 0

IE1 5.00E-06 IE1 0 0.2 0.5 0.3 IE1 0 1.00E-06 2.50E-06 1.50E-06

IE2 5.00E-06 X IE2 0 0 0.75 0.25 = IE2 0 0 3.75E-06 1.25E-06

IE3 1.20E-09 IE3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 IE3 1.20E-10 3.60E-10 3.60E-10 2.40E-10

IE5 1.20E-09 IE5 0 0.25 0.35 0.3 IE5 0 3.00E-10 4.20E-10 3.60E-10

IE6 1.20E-09 IE6 0 0 0.1 0.8 IE6 0 0 1.20E-10 9.60E-10

Total 1.20E-10 1.00E-06 6.25E-06 2.75E-06
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Table 2-6 Cut-Set Importance Ranking Table. 

 

A similar approach can be taken to the evaluation of initiators if an analyst wants to identify 

the primary risk contributors in negative outcomes of an event.  

Step 11: Identify the events associated with individual initiators by tracing the activated links in 

the fault tree and gathering the corresponding probability values. Initiators can be involved in 

multiple cut sets. Therefore, the analyst needs to first identify the cut sets in which initiators 

appear, then, by tracing the activation pathways in the fault tree, those event that are triggered by 

initiators can be isolated. An initiator may not trigger all events associated with a cut set, 

therefore, it is necessary to isolate those that are associated with the occurrence of the initiator. 

Once the triggered events have been identified, the probabilities of the events can be gathered 

from the Cut-Set Associated Consequence Probability Table, as developed in Step 9. The analyst 

sums up the probabilities of the triggered events within the cut set and enters values into the new 

initiator consequence probability table (see Table 2-7 below). This process is repeated for all cut 

sets that include the initiator under study until a total consequence likelihood is determined for 

the specific initiator at each level of severity. Furthermore, the process is iterated for all initiators 

that appear in cut sets until a total consequence probability in each level of severity is determined 

for every initiators. See the complete example in Table 2-7 below. 

Cut Set Probability Ik Rank Probability Ik Rank Probability Ik Rank Probability Ik Rank

3,4 5.00E-05 9.95E-01 1 3.75E-04 9.91E-01 1 5.75E-04 9.77E-01 1 4.00E-04 9.83E-01 1

1,2,4,5 2.50E-07 5.00E-04 2 2.50E-06 6.61E-03 2 7.38E-06 1.25E-02 2 4.00E-06 9.83E-03 2

1,2,4,6,7,8 1.20E-10 2.40E-07 3 1.00E-06 2.64E-03 3 6.25E-06 1.06E-02 3 2.75E-06 6.76E-03 3

Total 5.03E-05 3.79E-04 5.89E-04 4.07E-04

S1 S2 S3 S4
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Table 2-7 Initiator Associated Consequence Probability Table. 

 

Once all initiators are examined and the total probability of an initiator contributing to 

outcomes at each level of severity is calculated, the analyst can proceed with determining the 

importance of each initiator.  

Step 12: Determine the importance of each initiator to negative outcomes at each level of 

severity. The relative importance of individual initiators contributing to a specific severity 

outcome can be calculated and used to rank the initiators in terms of safety criticality. 

Importance can be calculated by dividing the probability of an initiator occurring by the total 

probability of a negative outcome in the given system (i.e., the summation of the likelihood of all 

cut sets including the initiator, as determined in Step 10). A rank can then be assigned to an 

initiator based on the importance values (see Table 2-8). A higher importance value would 

indicate a higher risk contribution, and thus, a higher rank. In the fault tree example, we can see 

Triggered Event S1 S2 S3 S4

Initiator-ID Cut Set List of Events Probability Probability Probability Probability

1,2,4,5 IE1,IE2,TE 4.69E-15 1.00E-06 6.25E-06 2.75E-06

1,2,4,6,7,8 IE1,IE2,TE 2.25E-18 1.00E-06 6.25E-06 2.75E-06

Total 4.69E-15 2.00E-06 1.25E-05 5.50E-06

1,2,4,5 IE1,IE2,TE 4.69E-15 1.00E-06 6.25E-06 2.75E-06

1,2,4,6,7,8 IE1,IE2,TE 2.25E-18 1.00E-06 6.25E-06 2.75E-06

Total 4.69E-15 2.00E-06 1.25E-05 5.50E-06

3,4 IE1,IE3,IE5,TE 5.00E-05 3.75E-04 5.75E-04 4.00E-04

Total 5.00E-05 3.75E-04 5.75E-04 4.00E-04

3,4 TE 9.38E-11 3.13E-11 0 0

1,2,4,5 IE3, IE4, TE 2.50E-07 1.50E-06 1.13E-06 1.25E-06

1,2,4,6,7,8 TE 2.25E-18 7.50E-19 0 0

Total 2.50E-07 1.50E-06 1.13E-06 1.25E-06

1,2,4,5 IE3, IE4, TE 2.50E-07 1.50E-06 1.13E-06 1.25E-06

Total 2.50E-07 1.50E-06 1.13E-06 1.25E-06

1,2,4,6,7,8 IE3, IE5, IE6, TE 1.20E-10 6.60E-10 9.00E-10 1.56E-09

Total 1.2E-10 6.60E-10 9.00E-10 1.56E-09

1,2,4,6,7,8 IE3, IE5, IE6, TE 1.20E-10 6.60E-10 9.00E-10 1.56E-09

Total 1.2E-10 6.6E-10 9E-10 1.56E-09

1,2,4,6,7,8 IE3, IE5, IE6, TE 1.20E-10 6.60E-10 9.00E-10 1.56E-09

Total 1.2E-10 6.6E-10 9E-10 1.56E-09
8

6

5

4

3

2

1

7
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that initiator 3 is found to be most important risk contributor across all levels of severity. Aside 

from initiator 3, initiators 4 and 5 are found to be more important in catastrophic and critical 

outcomes. Initiators 1 and 2 play a larger role in marginal and negligible outcomes. On this basis, 

an analyst is able to select the most influential initiators for each level of severity of outcomes as 

targets for prevention or countermeasures. If specific events are identified being exceptionally 

risky (see Step 6), these events can also be targeted during evaluation of cut set and initiator 

importance so that the event outcomes can be prioritized for safety controls.  

Step 13: Similar to Step 6.3, this step is only possible if there are established safety guidelines 

related to the various categories of severity of outcome. If an established guideline for risk 

control is available, risk scores can be generated for initiators. Figure 2-8 presents an example 

translation of initiator probabilities to risk scores, based on the MIL-STD-882E risk assessment 

matrix, as presented in Table 2-5. 

Table 2-8 Initiator Importance Ranking Table. 

 

 

Figure 2-8 Initiator Risk Assessment Example. 

For comparison purposes, the results of initiator importance assessment and ranking, 

according to the traditional FTA probability approach, is presented below (see Table 2-9). 

Initiator-ID Probability Ie Rank Probability Ie Rank Probability Ie Rank Probability Ie Rank

1 4.69E-15 9.3328E-11 5 2.00E-06 5.2840E-03 4 1.25E-05 2.1236E-02 2 5.50E-06 1.3522E-02 2

2 4.69E-15 9.3328E-11 5 2.00E-06 5.2840E-03 4 1.25E-05 2.1236E-02 2 5.50E-06 1.3522E-02 2

3 5.00E-05 9.9502E-01 1 3.75E-04 9.9075E-01 1 5.75E-04 9.7685E-01 1 4.00E-04 9.8340E-01 1

4 2.50E-07 4.9770E-03 2 1.50E-06 3.9631E-03 2 1.13E-06 1.9112E-03 3 1.25E-06 3.0731E-03 3

5 2.5E-07 4.9751E-03 3 1.50E-06 3.9630E-03 3 1.13E-06 1.9112E-03 3 1.25E-06 3.0731E-03 3

6 1.2E-10 2.3880E-06 4 6.60E-10 1.7437E-06 5 9E-10 1.5290E-06 4 1.56E-09 3.8353E-06 4

7 1.2E-10 2.3880E-06 4 6.60E-10 1.7437E-06 5 9E-10 1.5290E-06 4 1.56E-09 3.8353E-06 4

8 1.2E-10 2.3880E-06 4 6.60E-10 1.7437E-06 5 9E-10 1.5290E-06 4 1.56E-09 3.8353E-06 4

Severity Lvl 1 (Catastrophic) Severity Lvl 2 (Critical) Severity Lvl 3 (Marginal) Severity Lvl 4 (Negligible)
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Following the traditional method, one can see that initiator 4 would be prioritized over initiator 3 

and the effects of initiators 1 and 2 on marginal and negligible outcomes would not be identified. 

If safety resources are limited, the selection of targets for control, based on the traditional 

analysis approach, would not be as effective in terms of limiting severe accidents in comparison 

to the proposed analysis approach.  

Table 2-9 Traditional Ranking Outcome. 

 

The new severity approach provides sensitivity to hazard outcomes and severity, which 

the traditional method lacks. In the traditional importance measure calculation, the contribution 

of a cut set or initiator to the top event probability is the only factor of importance. The method 

overlooks the consequences of all the other intermediate faults that are also occurring along the 

path to the top event. Furthermore, there is a lack of identification of the different outcomes to 

which individual initiators may contribute. A marginal outcome and a catastrophic outcome 

clearly have different levels of importance with respect to the allocation of safety resources and 

should not be treated in the same way. In general, the importance of a cut set should be greater if 

it increases the likelihood of events that are catastrophic in consequence vs. marginal. If the 

problem of determining the importance of cut sets and initiators is limited to outcome likelihood, 

the resulting importance values do not reflect outcome severity and some resolution of the 

analysis is lost. The proposed methodology allows for identification of the most safety-critical 

Initiators Prob Importance Rank

1 1.25E-11 4.99975E-05 3

2 1.25E-11 4.99975E-05 3

3 0.00000025 0.999950002 2

4 2.50013E-07 1 1

5 1.25E-11 4.99975E-05 3

6 3E-18 1.19994E-11 4

7 3E-18 1.19994E-11 4

8 3E-18 1.19994E-11 4
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initiators and cut sets based on complete assessment of a hazard risk. The importance of ranking 

cut sets and initiators within severity categories also reveals for analysts the most safety critical 

set of events (cut sets) and individual initiating events. Actions taken on any MCS and associated 

initiators are intended to reduce the top event probability; however, by using the new approach, 

those events that are most likely to cause severe consequences can be targeted. Furthermore, 

areas of system vulnerability can be identified to reduce the likelihood of specific negative 

outcomes in line with any existing safety standards. In general, the new approach provides for a 

finer resolution of importance assessment and provides a more effective basis for safety resource 

allocation than traditional approach. 

2.3 Algorithm 

Due to the complexity of the above procedure, Figure 2-9 summarizes the procedure in 

simplified algorithm form. The steps in the algorithm are based on those applied in the preceding 

numerical example (Section 2.2). The steps in the algorithm are also numbered. The diagram 

provides a comprehensive view of the new FTA methodology, accounting for severity of 

outcome of all top and intermediate faults. A larger detailed version of the diagram, for clearer 

visualization, is included in Appendix C.  
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Figure 2-9 Simplified Summary of Algorithm for Consequence Severity Probability 

Determination. 

2.4 Case Study Demonstration of Method Sensitivity 

Given the procedure for application of the new analysis approach, there is a need to further 

demonstrate sensitivity of the method for differentiating among various cut sets and initiators, 

based on associated event likelihoods and severities of outcomes. This demonstration needs to be 

conducted using an actual data set in order to validate the approach. To ensure that results of the 

traditional FTA approach and proposed approach can be compared, there is a need for a data set 

that is independent of any potential observer bias in classification of consequence severity. With 

this in mind, the project used a model accident with existing severity classifications of outcomes 

for demonstration purposes. A fault tree was developed (see Figure 2-10) based on a 

Consequence Severity Level accident model of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) control from 

Leung and Rife (2017). It should be noted that original model was constructed using cause-and-
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effect relationships similar to FTA but was not presented in a FT format. The model included 

severity probabilities for individual event outcomes across Aviation Severity Levels specified by 

the FAA (see Appendix J for the original CSL model).  

 

Figure 2-10 Fault Tree derived from an existing CSL model (Leung & Rife, 2017). 

It should be noted that all properties were derived from the CSL model in Appendix J with 

the only exceptions being probability values for Events 1 and 2. The two events did not have an 

assigned probability value in the original model. Events 1 and 2 were classified as “promoting” 

events that increased input values by 100x and 10x, respectively. These events are reflected in 

the FT diagram above in Figure 2-10). Probability values for the two events were adopted to 

ensure the construction of a complete FT model. An important factor to note is that according to 

the CSL model, the fault probability is divided up into severity levels for basic events and 

intermediate event probabilities (at multiple levels) were obtained through Boolean algebra. 

Thus, to ensure that the severity ratings were free from experimenter bias, the same principle was 

adopted in this case study. Consequence Risk Values were obtained for events through Boolean 
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algebra instead of determining individual event outcome likelihood across severity levels and 

multiplying the said likelihoods by event probabilities. Certain steps are skipped but the rest of 

the process involved the same procedure for identification of consequence probabilities across 

severity level associated with individual activation pathways (cut sets) and initiating events (see 

Appendix K for cut set generation process). As shown in the figure above, 12 cut sets were 

identified to be the MCSs of this fault tree. If traditional importance values are implemented, the 

following result would be generated (see Table 2-10).  

Table 2-10 Case study of Traditional Importance outputs. 

 
 

Initiating Events 9 and 11 are identified as the top priority contributors to the top event 

occurrence, closely followed by Initiators 1 and 13. In contrast, the results obtained by 

integrating severity measures and tracking activation pathways are shown in Table 2-12, 2-13 

and 2-14. For the complete risk evaluation, the results were compared to the allowed risk table 

for individual severity levels from the FAA. In addition, the Safety Risk Assessment Matrix and 

Safety Risk Tolerability Matrix were extracted from the International Civil Aviation 

Organization (ICAO) Doc 9859 – 2013 Safety Management Manual (Table 2-11).  

Cut set Prob F-V Importance Rank

1,7 1.00E-06 4.86E-03 2

1,3 1.00E-06 4.86E-03 2

1,4 1.00E-06 4.86E-03 2

1,5 1.00E-06 4.86E-03 2

1,6 1.00E-06 4.86E-03 2

8 9.00E-08 4.37E-04 5

9 1.00E-04 4.86E-01 1

10 1.00E-07 4.86E-04 4

11 1.00E-04 4.86E-01 1

12 1.00E-07 4.86E-04 4

13 5.00E-07 2.43E-03 3

14 1.00E-07 4.86E-04 4

Initiators Prob F-V Importance Rank

1 5.00E-06 2.43E-02 2

3 1.00E-06 4.86E-03 4

4 1.00E-06 4.86E-03 4

5 1.00E-06 4.86E-03 4

6 1.00E-06 4.86E-03 4

7 1.00E-06 4.86E-03 4

8 9.00E-08 4.37E-04 6

9 1.00E-04 4.86E-01 1

10 1.00E-07 4.86E-04 5

11 1.00E-04 4.86E-01 1

12 1.00E-07 4.86E-04 5

13 5.00E-07 2.43E-03 3

14 1.00E-07 4.86E-04 5
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Table 2-11 Allowed Risk Table (from FAA), Safety Risk Assessment Matrix, and Tolerability 

Matrix (from ICAO).  

             

 

  

Safety Risk Assessment Matrix

FAA Aviation Severity Levels and Allowed Risks

Severity Maximum Allowable Probability

No Failure 1

Minor 1

Major  10
-5

Hazardous  10
-7

Catastrophic  10
-9

Safety Risk Tolerability Matrix

Assessed Risk 

Index
Criterion Recommended Action

High
Unacceptable under existing 

circumstances

Cease or cut back on operation promptly if necessary. 

Perform priority risk mitigation to ensure that additional or 

enhanced preventive controls are put in place to reduce 

risk index to moderate/low range.

Moderate

Acceptable based on risk 

mitigation (may require 

management decision)

Schedule performance of safety assessment to bring down 

risk index to low range if viable.

Low Acceptable Acceptable as is. No further risk mitigation required.
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Table 2-12 Case study Event-associated Risk Assessment Table. 

 

 

Table 2-13 Case study Cut Set Consequence Probability Table. 

 

ID Event
Severity Lvl 1 

(Catastrophic)

Severity Lvl 2 

(Hazardous)

Severity Lvl 

3 (Major)

Severity Lvl 

4 (Minor)

F1
Collision with external 

object in 3D terrain
8.13E-11 1.88E-08 1.88E-06 1.06E-02

F2 UAS falls to ground 0.00E+00 1.00E-06 1.00E-04 7.00E-03

F3
Collision with external 

object
3.25E-11 7.50E-09 7.50E-07 4.25E-03

F4
Collision with flying 

object in dense traffic
1.25E-11 2.50E-09 2.50E-07 1.25E-03

F5 Collision with terrain 2.00E-11 5.00E-09 5.00E-07 3.00E-03

F6
Collision with flying 

object 
2.00E-11 4.00E-09 4.00E-07 2.00E-03

F7
 Control-related 

Collision with terrain
2.00E-11 4.00E-09 4.00E-07 2.00E-03

F8 Loss of power 0.00E+00 1.00E-06 1.00E-04 2.00E-03

Top
Damage to Person or 

Property
8.13E-11 1.02E-06 1.02E-04 1.76E-02

2.68E-10 3.06E-06 3.06E-04 4.98E-02Total System Risk

Event
Severity Lvl 1 

(Catastrophic)

Severity Lvl 2 

(Hazardous)

Severity 

Lvl 3 

(Major)

Severity 

Lvl 4 

(Minor)

F1 Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

F2 N/A Moderate Moderate Moderate

F3 Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

F4 Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

F5 Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

F6 Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

F7 Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

F8 N/A Moderate Moderate Moderate

Top Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

Total Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

Cut set Triggered Event List Probability Ik Rank Probability Ik Rank Probability Ik Rank Probability Ik Rank

1,7 TOP, F1, F3, F5 0 0 N/A 7.00E-09 1.38E-03 5 7.00E-07 1.38E-03 5 7.00E-03 1.71E-01 2

1,3 TOP, F1, F3, F5, F6, F7 9E-11 5.00E-01 1 9.00E-09 1.78E-03 4 9.00E-07 1.78E-03 4 0 0 N/A

1,4 TOP, F1, F3, F5, F6, F7 9E-11 5.00E-01 1 9.00E-09 1.78E-03 4 9.00E-07 1.78E-03 4 0 0 N/A

1,5 TOP, F1, F3, F5, F6, F7 0 0 N/A 9.00E-09 1.78E-03 4 9.00E-07 1.78E-03 4 9.00E-03 2.20E-01 1

1,6 TOP, F1, F3, F5, F6, F7 0 0 N/A 9.00E-09 1.78E-03 4 9.00E-07 1.78E-03 4 9.00E-03 2.20E-01 1

8 TOP, F2 0 0 N/A 1.80E-09 3.56E-04 8 1.8E-07 3.56E-04 8 2.00E-03 4.88E-02 4

9 TOP, F2, F8 0 0 N/A 3.00E-06 5.93E-01 1 3.00E-04 5.93E-01 1 3.00E-03 7.32E-02 3

10 TOP, F2, F8 0 0 N/A 3E-09 5.93E-04 6 0.0000003 5.93E-04 6 3.00E-03 7.32E-02 3

11 TOP, F2 0 0 N/A 2.00E-06 3.95E-01 2 2.00E-04 3.95E-01 2 2.00E-03 4.88E-02 4

12 TOP, F2 0 0 N/A 2E-09 3.95E-04 7 0.0000002 3.95E-04 7 2.00E-03 4.88E-02 4

13 TOP, F2 0 0 N/A 1E-08 1.98E-03 3 1.00E-06 1.98E-03 3 2.00E-03 4.88E-02 4

14 TOP, F2 0 0 N/A 2E-09 3.95E-04 7 0.0000002 3.95E-04 7 2.00E-03 4.88E-02 4

Severity Lvl 1 (Catastrophic) Severity Lvl 2 (Hazardous) Severity Lvl 3 (Major) Severity Lvl 4 (Minor)

Total System Hazard Probability 3.90E-025.06E-045.06E-061.80E-10
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Table 2-14 Case study Initiator Consequence Probability Table. 

 

The total system risk level was found to be moderate across all severity levels, according to 

the standards identified in the ICAO Safety Management Manual (Table 2-11). According to the 

safety risk tolerability matrix (Table 2-11), while the system is tolerable, risk mitigations should 

be attempted along with safety assessments to reduce risk to a low range for all events. Since the 

ratings were all moderate (aside from those that were not applicable in this case study), the 

initiator and cut set risk assessment tables were not reported along with the Consequence 

Probability tables.    

Based on Table 2-13, Events 9 and 11 do not contribute to any catastrophic hazard outcomes 

(severity level 1) and Initiator 1 is found to be the primary contributor to risk in both catastrophic 

and minor severity outcomes. Initiators 1, 3, and 4 are targets of interest for catastrophic outcome 

reductions. Initiators 9, 11 and 1 are the top-three contributors to the hazardous and major 

consequences while Initiators 1, 5, and 6 are the main targets for minor outcome reductions. 

Initiator 1 should be the priority focus for countermeasure development to reduce catastrophic 

and minor outcomes while initiating Events 9 and 10 should be targets for hazardous and major 

outcome reductions. The importance ranking with the new Consequence Severity-Probability 

approach allows analysts to obtain risk contributors not only through probability contributions 

Initiator Cut set Triggered Event List Probability Ik Rank Probability Ik Rank Probability Ik Rank Probability Ik Rank

1,7 TOP, F1

1,3 TOP, F1

1,4 TOP, F1

1,5 TOP, F1

1,6 TOP, F1

3 1,3 TOP, F1, F3, F5, F6, F7 9E-11 5.00E-01 2 9.00E-09 1.78E-03 5 9.00E-07 1.78E-03 5 0 0 N/A

4 1,4 TOP, F1, F3, F5, F6, F7 9E-11 5.00E-01 2 9.00E-09 1.78E-03 5 9.00E-07 1.78E-03 5 0 0 N/A

5 1,5 TOP, F1, F3, F5, F6, F7 0 0 N/A 9.00E-09 1.78E-03 5 9.00E-07 1.78E-03 5 9.00E-03 2.20E-01 2

6 1,6 TOP, F1, F3, F5, F6, F7 0 0 N/A 9.00E-09 1.78E-03 5 9.00E-07 1.78E-03 5 9.00E-03 2.20E-01 2

7 1,7 TOP, F1, F3, F5 0 0 N/A 7.00E-09 1.38E-03 6 7.00E-07 1.38E-03 6 7.00E-03 1.71E-01 3

8 8 TOP, F2 0 0 N/A 1.8E-09 3.56E-04 9 1.80E-07 3.56E-04 9 2.00E-03 4.88E-02 5

9 9 TOP, F2, F8 0 0 N/A 3.00E-06 5.93E-01 1 3.00E-04 5.93E-01 1 3.00E-03 7.32E-02 4

10 10 TOP, F2, F8 0 0 N/A 3E-09 5.93E-04 7 3.00E-07 5.93E-04 7 3.00E-03 7.32E-02 4

11 11 TOP, F2 0 0 N/A 2.00E-06 3.95E-01 2 2.00E-04 3.95E-01 2 2.00E-03 4.88E-02 5

12 12 TOP, F2 0 0 N/A 2E-09 3.95E-04 8 2.00E-07 3.95E-04 8 2.00E-03 4.88E-02 5

13 13 TOP, F2 0 0 N/A 0.00000001 1.98E-03 4 1.00E-06 1.98E-03 4 2.00E-03 4.88E-02 5

14 14 TOP, F2 0 0 N/A 2E-09 3.95E-04 8 2.00E-07 3.95E-04 8 2.00E-03 4.88E-02 5

1 1.00E-10 15.56E-01 34.94E-032.50E-08 1.50E-02

Severity Lvl 1 (Catastrophic) Severity Lvl 2 (Hazardous) Severity Lvl 3 (Major) Severity Lvl 4 (Minor)

34.94E-032.50E-06 13.66E-01
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but also on the likelihood of causing hazardous outcomes on various scales. The novel 

importance measure provides additional sensitivity for analysts to address specific risk-inducing 

agents for outcomes across severity, which the traditional approach lacks. 
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3 Phase 2: Empirical Validation 

The main objective for the second phase of the project involves validation of the proposed FTA 

method through experimentation with experts. While completion of the new approach can be 

performed with hand calculations, the paper and pencil method to implement the approach can 

be complicated and cumbersome, especially when used on a large fault tree by a novice. 

Therefore, the testing of the approach by experts was conducted using a FTA software prototype. 

To limit potential usability issues with the prototype, the prototype was constructed based on the 

identified leading FTA software application (see Section 1.2.3.3) with some additional 

modifications based on design recommendations from a usability heuristic evaluation completed 

by a small sample of human factor experts. Thus, there are two specific sections in this phase: (1) 

usability testing and development of an enhanced FTA prototype; and (2) expert evaluation on 

the prototype (traditional FTA method vs. the new consequence severity-probability approach). 

Further details on the experimentation are provided in the following sections. 

3.1  Validation Approach 

As identified above, an enhanced FTA software prototype with the capabilities of performing 

traditional importance measure calculations, as well as the calculations as part of the new 

consequence severity approach, was developed for this evaluation. As shown in the numerical 

example, the new approach can output event-level risk assessments and importance ranking by 

consequence probabilities across severity level. The experimental evaluation focused on expert 

opinion-based experiences with the traditional and new functional capabilities on the prototype. 

Subjective measures gathered in this evaluation include perceived usability, workload, 

usefulness, level of confidence in the method, open-ended questions on preferences for the 
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analysis approach, perceived impact of FTA usage, and any potential 

recommendations/comments.  

3.2 Usability Analysis & Prototype development 

3.2.1 Heuristic Evaluation 

From Section 1.2.3.3, it can be seen that the program TopEvent FTA 2017 Professional was 

determined to be the leading software package on the market with the greatest number of user-

desired functions and a high usability rating. Therefore, this application was selected as the 

foundation for the prototype development. Although the TopEvent FTA application produced 

fewer usability principle violations than other applications, the software was not free of usability 

issues. To verify that any potential program usability issues are resolved, or at least minimized, 

prior to the Safety expert analysis, a heuristic evaluation with human factors experts was 

conducted. It should be noted that while a preliminary usability evaluation was conducted by the 

author in Section 1.2.3.2, the initial evaluation did not generate any design recommendations and 

could not rule out the potential for bias. The professional software usability evaluation by human 

factors experts provided an independent bias-free assessment which translated into design 

recommendations to minimize potential prototype usability issues that may interfere with user 

experiences. Furthermore, it should be noted that since the prototype in this study is focused on 

the application of traditional and novel FTA approaches within the realm of static fault trees, the 

dynamic fault tree aspect of software functions was not examined. However, the approach 

presented in this research is potentially applicable to dynamic fault trees and could be integrated 

in future software development.   
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3.2.1.1 Participants 

In order to perform a heuristic evaluation on the FTA software prototype, analysts must have a 

basic knowledge of usability inspection methods. In addition, it would also be helpful if 

evaluators come from the target user group for FTA software programs. Based on these factors, 

Human Factors (HF) experts are selected as analysts. According to Dumas (2003), four 

evaluators are sufficient to find around 75% of software usability problems using heuristic 

evaluation. Therefore, five Human Factors experts were recruited from North Carolina State 

University to perform this evaluation. Since detailed instructions were provided on required FTA 

task performance, FTA experience was not a requirement for participation in the experiment. 

3.2.1.2 Evaluation Procedure and Task  

The participants were asked to evaluate the prototype application based on the 10 usability 

heuristics for interface design that were defined by Nielsen (1994). An evaluation worksheet 

with the principle and rating definitions were provided to participants (Appendix D). A specific 

use-case scenario was performed by the analysts. They were asked to construct a fault tree, 

assign probabilities and obtain all FTA outputs available through the software, based on given 

instructions. In addition, they were also asked to note any usability principle violations that are 

detected during their performance of the FTA and to record any potential comments or 

recommendations that they may have. After performance of the use-case, participants were asked 

to provide a usability rating for each identified usability category (see Appendix D).   

3.2.1.3 Results 

The heuristic evaluation of the software usability yielded a summary of issues relative to specific 

design principles. The issues were based on the opinions of individual experts. Usability scores 

were determined for each principle in order to identify any particularly problematic features that 
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may be present in the application. Furthermore, expert recommendations and comments were 

obtained and compiled into a list of recommended changes. Table 3-1 presents the average 

usability scores assigned to individual principles. An extended version of the table, containing 

specific violations and comments, is shown in Appendix L. 
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Table 3-1 Average Usability Scores Across Heuristic Principles. 

 

Out of the 10 usability principles, 6 were identified as having minor issues and 4 principles 

were identified as having major issues. Taking the violations along with the expert comments 

and recommendations into consideration, design guideline were generated in the following step. 

Heuristic Principle Definition
Average 

Usability Scores 

Visibility of system status

The system should always keep users informed about 

what is going on, through appropriate feedback within 

reasonable time.

3.4

Match between system 

and the real world

The system should speak the users' language, with words, 

phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than 

system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, 

making information appear in a natural and logical order.

3.2

User control and 

freedom

Users often choose system functions by mistake and will 

need a clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the 

unwanted state without having to go through an extended 

dialogue. Support undo and redo.

3.2

Consistency and 

standards

Users should not have to wonder whether different 

words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow 

platform conventions.

3

Error prevention

Even better than good error messages is a careful design 

which prevents a problem from occurring in the first 

place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check 

for them and present users with a confirmation option 

before they commit to the action.

2.4

Recognition rather than 

recall

Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, 

actions, and options visible. The user should not have to 

remember information from one part of the dialogue to 

another. Instructions for use of the system should be 

visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.

3.6

Flexibility and efficiency 

of use

Accelerators — unseen by the novice user — may often 

speed up the interaction for the expert user such that the 

system can cater to both inexperienced and experienced 

users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.

2.8

Aesthetic and minimalist 

design

Dialogues should not contain information which is 

irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of 

information in a dialogue competes with the relevant 

units of information and diminishes their relative visibility.

3.8

Help users recognize, 

diagnose, and recover 

from errors

Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no 

codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively 

suggest a solution.

2.2

Help and documentation

Even though it is better if the system can be used without 

documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and 

documentation. Any such information should be easy to 

search, focused on the user's task, list concrete steps to 

be carried out, and not be too large.

2.6
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3.2.2 Translation of Usability Issues into Design Features 

Expert scoring of the usability principles, considered as part of the heuristic evaluation, allowed 

for detection of minor, major and catastrophic usability problems in specific areas. If severe 

violations of a principle were found, the list of design issues was used to generate counter-

measures. Furthermore, the summary list of recommendations was also used to generate a list of 

design features that was expected to enhance the user experience with the software program 

(shown in Fig. 3-1). 
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Figure 3-1 Design Feature List. 

1) Simplify display icons:

- Add pop-up descriptions for icons

- Combine certain options to limit icons

- Better representing icons (such as one for setting)

- Better distinction between 'AND' & 'OR' gate icons (sharper edges)

2) Display events & gates: 

- Add/edit intermediate event instead of gates

- Reorganize locations of event name and description (name should be at top)

- Event label boxes should automatically expand to incorporate the entire name entered

- Add feedback, Inserted probabilities should be immediately visible or have the option to be displayed

- Add more ways to add new events and make more apparent (right click or automatic selection)

- Click on selected box should allow users to rename events

- Double-click on an event display should allow users to edit properties

- Allow for easier reposition of events

- Allow for change of event type (ex. intermediate to basic)

- Allow for one-step reassigning duplicate events and import of child branches (events and gate) in cases of duplicate 

intermediate events

- Display of box for detailed descriptions should be an optional function for individual events and absent by default

- Clear options for deleting events 

- Make 'And' & 'OR' selections more obvious

- When redundant name entered, ask if wish to assign as duplicate event instead of showing error

3) Event Property box:

- Change to pop-up

- Make location of property insertion more apparent

- Change current 'Close' button to 'Save'

- Add capability and option for scientific notation display and entry for event probabilities

- Property box for top event should not be labelled as intermediate

- Show failure probability as "default" (0) on default setting and prompt users to reduce likelihood of skipping probability 

assigning for an event

- Make the probability model distinction between static fault trees and dynamic fault trees more distinct

4) Analysis Process and Result:

- Rename Evaluate icon

- Change to pop-up dialogue instead of opening new window

- Analysis process initiation button should not be up top, make more apparent

- Enable ranking of initiators or at least offer option to rank

- Allow option to display probability generation process

5) Dialogue Boxes:

-Ensure there are 'ok'/'save' and 'cancel' option to exit instead of 'Close'

6) Errors:

- Error message should be shown in form of pop-up

- Error should be shown during the step of model building, not just after analysis

- Increase detail of error description and add solution help

7) Help:

- Make icon more apparent and in same tab where the other FTA icons are located

- Add more explanation on how to achieve desired goal on software for novice support 

- Add FAQ

8) Add User support functions

- Add Hot Keys

- Add undo button, with clear indication of what is being undo

- Consider 'drag & drop' method for building fault tree (like visio for example)
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3.2.3 Development of Software Prototype 

The prototype FTA software application was developed based on the features of the TopEvent 

FTA application and the list of expert recommended design features. The Just-In-Mind 

prototyping tool was used for the development effort. The following additional capabilities was 

added to the TopEvent FTA application, complementing the traditional FTA functions: (1) the 

new cut set and initiator importance and ranking approach (based on the degree of contribution 

to consequence probability across levels of severity); and (2) event-level risk assessments. A pre-

determined fault tree diagram was placed in the prototype along with corresponding given event 

information in table. It should be noted that all calculations generated by the prototype (using the 

Just-In-Mind software) were verified by hand calculations. A series of screenshot images are 

shown in Appendix M for demonstration of the working process within the prototype.  

3.3 Safety Expert Evaluation Experiment 

3.3.1 Participant 

Subsequent to development of the usable FTA software prototype, functional evaluation was 

conducted by safety professionals with some familiarity with FTA, who are representative of the 

target user population. While the initial sample size was anticipated to be around 12 

professionals, real-time analyses were performed, and the experiment was terminated once 

statistical significance has been achieved. A convenient sample of 6 safety professionals was 

recruited for this study from local companies nearby Raleigh with mean age of 38.5 years old 

(SD = 12.85) and average of 15.67 years of experience in their respective Safety professions (SD 

= 11.84). They were required to have conducted at least one safety investigation/analysis, and to 

know the FTA method. On average, these participants performed 7.25 safety investigations per 

month (SD = 11.28) and identified the following sets of safety analysis methods to be commonly 
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used in prior investigations including: Probabilistic Risk Analysis, What If analysis, Time-series 

regression models, Empirical Bayes analysis, before/after crash analysis, and Cross-sectional 

analysis (if data does not permit before/after). None of the participants had prior experience with 

the TopFTA software application, which was selected as a prototype platform. 

3.3.2 Experimental Design 

The functional analysis experiment adopted within-subjects design with every participant 

experienced both the use of the traditional FTA importance ranking approach as well as the new 

consequence severity level approach. Due to the small sample size, the participants experienced 

the two conditions in one of two fixed orders. Half of the participants used the traditional 

approach first with the other half tested the new approach first. The independent variable in this 

experiment is the approach to obtaining FTA outputs (i.e., Consequence Severity-Probability 

Approach vs the Traditional Top Event Probability Approach). Dependent variables include 

expert subjective assessments of the different approaches, including perceived workload ratings 

(using the NASA-Task Load index (TLX)), System Usability Scale (SUS) scores, preference on 

approaches, and Likert ratings of perceived usefulness and level of confidence in the results of 

each method. Open-ended questions were also used to gain further insight into expert rationale 

behind their assessments and to provide the opportunity for experts to offer recommendations 

and comments on the software prototype or FTA methods. The experimental sessions lasted from 

1 to 2 hours. However, it should be noted that the analytical process involved in the experiment 

was abbreviated with the use of pre-determined information. The experimental approach also 

made the assumption that participant judgments were ‘exact probabilities’ or reliable ‘estimates’ 

from a group of experts. The actual experiment duration for field use would be much longer. It 

was expected that the experts would yield significantly higher perceived usefulness and 
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confidence ratings for the novel approach outputs in comparison to the Traditional approach 

results while maintaining comparable cognitive workload and perceived system usability. 

3.3.3 Task 

Experts were given a real-life accident scenario, specifically the Texas Plant Explosion (2013), 

with a pre-developed fault tree presented through the software interface to limit the potential 

variability in tree construction by the different experts. Training was provided on use of the 

software prior to task performance. (Further information is provided on this procedure in 

following sections). The two task conditions included: (1) the Top Event Probability approach: 

cut set and initiator ranking (importance by probability); and (2) the Consequence Severity-

Probability approach: cut set and initiator ranking (importance by probability within severity 

level) along with risk identification and assessment at the event-level. 

For Condition 1, participants only had to select options to analyze the fault tree based on 

the Top Event Probability approach and to make note of the resulting outputs. For Condition 2, 

however, several additional steps were necessary. First, a list of events in the fault tree, and the 

associated potential consequences, were provided to participants along with a severity category 

table. Participants were asked to classify consequences according to the identified levels of 

severity and to predict the likelihood of occurrence of an event outcome at each level of severity. 

Participants were instructed to input the predicted likelihoods into the software application and 

needed to select options to analyze the fault tree following the Consequence Severity-Probability 

approach. They also needed to make note of the resulting outputs. A series of images are shown 

in Appendix M for visualization of the working process within the prototype. 
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3.3.4 Procedure 

Participants initially completed a consent form and a pre-trial questionnaire on demographics and 

field/FTA experience (see Appendix E). Training and instructions were provided to ensure that 

participants are familiar with FTA concept and comfortable with the steps to use of the software 

during test trials. Training on software functions was provided via a pre-recorded video in order 

to limit potential training variations. The training video demonstrated the procedure to enter 

probabilities and select analysis approaches. Participants were permitted to ask questions at any 

time during the training or repeat videos until they are fully comfortable with the procedures. It 

should be noted that although the prototype was developed on the basis of an existing software 

platform, the TopEvent FTA 2017 Professional application was not referenced in communication 

with evaluators to avoid any bias or carry-over expectations.  

Once the participants determined that they were sufficiently familiar with the system, 

they were asked to input initiator probabilities and calculate the top event probability for the fault 

tree. This activity was relevant to both task conditions and was used to confirm that the 

participants were adequately trained to use the software. After participants were verified to be 

adequately trained, they were instructed to fill out the NASA-TLX demand component ranking 

worksheet. 

Participants experienced the two task conditions as mentioned above with different 

outputs resulting from each condition. The NASA-TLX form (Appendix F) and the System 

Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire (Appendix G) were administered after completion of the 

individual task trials. The NASA-TLX is a widely used assessment tool for measuring perceived 

workload and the SUS questionnaire was created based on the System Usability Scale (SUS), as 

developed by Brooke (1986). After completion of both tasks, participants were asked to 
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complete a post-trial questionnaire with perceived usefulness ratings and open-ended questions 

(Appendix H) that was constructed according to questionnaire development guidelines listed by 

Wickens, Gordon, and Liu (1998). The open-ended questions were used to prompt users for 

rationales, recommendations, and critiques on the software and methods. Any recommendations 

or critiques were summarized for future software and method enhancements. A series of software 

screenshots of participant work process and example results is shown in Appendix M for 

visualization.  

3.3.5 Data Analysis 

Based on the nature of the response data, either a paired t-test or Wilcoxon signed-rank test was 

performed to assess any differences among the approaches. The Shapiro-Wilks test for normality 

is sufficient to verify that the responses data conforms with the studentized t-distribution 

assumption of the t-test. Therefore, a Shapiro–Wilks Goodness of Fit test was performed for the 

two continuous measures to ensure normality of the data and satisfaction of the assumptions of 

the t-test. The tests were used to identify any significant impacts on user: (1) perceptions of 

system usability, (2) perceived workload, (3) ratings of usability, and (4) ratings of confidence 

level in the use of each method.  
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4 Safety Expert Evaluation Results 

For the evaluation experiment with safety experts, three types of data were collected, including: 

(1) quantification of cognitive workload, the usability of each approach, perceived usefulness 

and confidence; (2) qualitative assessment of user preferences and perceived impact; and (3) 

expert critiques and recommendations for potential future enhancements of the prototype FTA 

application. No participant bias regarding event probability vs. severity information were 

observed. 

4.1 Quantitative Responses 

4.1.1 Cognitive Workload 

The perceived cognitive workload was gathered via use of the NASA-TLX. The NASA-TLX 

ratings recorded for the two trials were first converted to weighted scores by application of 

individual participant rankings of TLX demand components. These rank-weighted ratings were 

then converted to percentages. A Shapiro–Wilks Goodness of Fit test was performed, and the 

data distribution was found to satisfy the normality assumption (p=0.73). A paired t-test was 

performed to compare the weighted NASA-TLX percentages among the traditional approach and 

novel CSP approach conditions. A significant difference (t(5)=2.68, p= 0.0438) was found 

between the traditional approach (M=21%, SD=9%) and novel CSP approach (M=38%, 

SD=17%). The result suggests that the CSP approach poses higher perceived cognitive workload 

than use of the traditional approach (Fig. 4-1). 
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Figure 4-1 Weighted TLX Rating Percentages Across Approaches. 

4.1.2 System (Approach) Usability in Software 

As previously stated, the perceived system usability was captured using the System Usability 

Scale (SUS) with only a terminology modification from ‘system’ to ‘approach’. The usability 

ratings from the two trials were converted to System Usability Scale scores by application of the 

established method in which a value of 1 was subtracted from user responses to odd items and 

user responses were subtracted from a value of 5 from even-numbered items before the 

converted responses were summed and multiplied by 2.5 to yield a composite value falling on a 

100-pt scale. It should be noted that prior research (Klug, 2017) established that a SUS score 

above 68 would be considered ‘above average’. The SUS scores from both approaches were 

above this threshold. Further interpretation is provided below in the Discussion section. A 

Shapiro–Wilks Goodness of Fit test was performed, and the data distribution was found to satisfy 

the normality assumption (p=0.47). A paired t-test was performed to compare the SUS scores 

between the traditional approach and novel CSP approach conditions. The difference was found 

to be insignificant (t(5)=-1.89, p= 0.1179) between the traditional approach (M=77.5, SD=5) and 
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novel CSP approach (M=68.33, SD=7.19). This result suggests that perceived system usability 

was comparable between the two approaches. 

4.1.3 Perceived Usefulness 

Since the perceived usefulness ratings were collected using a 5pt Likert scale, the response was 

ordinal and non-parametric. It should be noted that since there were two different outputs for the 

novel CSP approach (i.e., an importance measure and event-level risk indicator) in comparison to 

the one output for the traditional approach (i.e., an importance measure), there was a perceived 

usefulness score captured for each of the two CSP outputs. The average of the two scores for the 

different outputs was used in the perceived usefulness analysis for the novel CSP approach. A 

Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test was applied to assess the effect of the approaches on perceived 

usefulness. Tests results indicated that the perceived usefulness scores for the novel CSP 

approach (M=4.17, SD=0.61, Mdn=4.5) were significantly greater (Z=10.5, p=0.0313) than for 

the traditional approach (M=3.0, SD=0.89, Mdn=3). A graph is presented below for visualization 

(Fig. 4-2).   

 

Figure 4-2 Perceived Usefulness Ratings Across Approaches. 

4.1.4 Perceived Confidence 

Similar to the perceived usefulness ratings, the perceived confidence ratings were collected via a 

5pt Likert scale and there was a perceived confidence score collected for each individual CSP 
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output. The average of the two scores for the different outputs was used for the perceived 

confidence analysis for the novel CSP approach. A Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test was applied, 

and the result indicated that there was no significant difference (Z=10, p=0.0625) in perceived 

confidence scores for the novel CSP approach results (M=3.67, SD=0.41, Mdn=3.75) and 

traditional approach (M=2.83, SD=0.75, Mdn=3). However, the graphical representation 

suggests that participants may have more confidence in the CSP approach results in comparison 

to the traditional approach results (Fig. 4-3).   

 

Figure 4-3 Perceived Confidence Ratings Across Approaches. 

4.1.5 Perceived Importance of FTA functions 

In addition to the responses collected for the CSP approach validation, experts were also asked to 

rate their perceived importance of individual FTA-related functions as part of the software 

prototypes with a value of 1 indicating the greatest importance. The scores were then normalized 

by individual max values and converted to percentages. The resulting outputs are presented in 

Table 4-1. Importance was ranked highest, closely followed by top-event probability and 

common cause vulnerability. These outcomes could be used for weighting the various FTA 

software outcomes as a basis for expert decision making. 
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Table 4-1 Expert Perceptions of Importance of FTA Functions.

 

4.2 Qualitative Responses 

Other than the quantitative scores and ratings, there were open-ended questions posed to Safety 

Professionals regarding preferences on the approaches, reasons for their selection and perceived 

impact of the CSP approach on the current FTA. From the questionnaire results, all but one 

participant (83.33%) indicated a preference for the CSP outcomes with vary justifications of how 

the association of severity and consequence with event occurrence allowed for further insight 

into hazard investigation. The only participant that indicated a preference for the traditional 

approach was a safety expert with a qualitative focus, who was more comfortable with assigned 

event probabilities, which have a long history of application. However, this expert also later 

commented that he “liked the way it [the CSP approach] makes you think and compare causes” 

and that the potential variances in consequence probability assignment should not discourage 

use. All participants perceived the CSP approach as being impactful for the FTA methodology 

by providing additional information and interpretations that were not previously available. 

4.3 List of Expert Recommendations for Future Enhancement 

The safety experts were asked to provide any recommendation they may have for future 

enhancement of the prototype software or CSP approach. A short list of the compiled responses 

was generated. One expert emphasized the need to make use of consequence possibility from 

databases, if available, to prevent potential human errors and biases. Another expert suggested 

use of Delphi (expert opinion) methods to validate expert judgements of consequence 

likelihoods. One particularly thoughtful recommendation suggested the possibility of negative 

consequence probability compilation across severity levels to allow for assessment of the total 
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impact for an individual basic event. Such features should be taken into consideration in future 

software development in conjunction with potential weighting factors for specific severity levels 

so that the sensitivity to unquantifiable differences in level of severity is not disregarded. The 

rest of the recommendations focused on continuous improvement of the software interfaces, 

including definitions for key terms and visualization of results. 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Result Discussion 

The development of the new analysis approach in Phase I resulted in a structured algorithm, 

numerical example, and case study. Through the numerical example and case study focused a 

real accident model with established severity criteria, it was demonstrated that the CSP approach 

provides a more detailed identification of safety-critical targets in a system, which could aid in 

better risk assessment and decision making for safety resource allocation. The identified 

probabilities across levels of consequence severity allowed for analysts to compare result with 

established acceptable risk criteria (such as the MIL-STD-882E risk assessment matrix, as 

presented in Fig. 2-4).   

The expert validation study results demonstrated significantly higher perceived usefulness for 

the new CSP approach outputs in comparison to the traditional approach, which was in-line with 

expectation. Furthermore, when presented with outputs from the traditional approach and CSP 

approach, all but one participant (83.33%) indicated a preference for the CSP results and selected 

CSP outputs as basis for making recommendations to clients. All participants indicated that the 

new approach would has a significant impact to the existing FTA approach. The combined 

results suggest that professionals in the field of safety analysis perceived a strong potential for 

use of the novel CSP approach in real-life applications and found the approach to be more useful 

than the traditional FTA approach.    

This study also demonstrated that expert perceived confidence in the new CSP approach 

outputs was comparable that of the traditional approach, which was not in line with expectation. 

The CSP results were expected to support greater user confidence. While the graphical 

representation (Fig. 4-3) demonstrated the expected trend of higher confidence ratings for the 
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CSP approach, statistical significance was not achieved. A potential reason for this outcome is 

that despite the increase of user confidence due to the informative CSP outputs, the traditional 

outputs have a long-established history of application, which resulted in user ratings of 

confidence. However, despite the lack of statistical significance, it should be noted that overall, 

the confidence ratings of the CSP results were always comparable or higher than those of the 

traditional approach. 

The perceived system usability was found to be comparable among the traditional approach 

and novel CSP results, which was in-line with expectation. As mentioned in the results section, 

the SUS scores from both approaches were above the 68-points threshold and were considered 

‘above average’. While the SUS score for the CSP approach was on the cusp of this threshold 

and may not be considered as ‘above average’ for some analysts, the high score can be at least 

interpreted as being on the higher end of an ‘average’ system. Results indicate that changes in 

the prototype, based on heuristic evaluation, successfully eliminated the majority of distracting 

usability violations and the experts considered both approaches to be usable in nature.  

The perceived cognitive workload was higher for the CSP approach, which did not conform 

with expectation that the workload would be comparable between the two approaches. This 

difference can be explained by the design of the experiment. To limit potential variability 

between subjects, and simplify the evaluation experiment, the experts were given pre-determined 

fault trees with basic event probabilities, which means that they were not involved in the 

investigation of cause-and-effect relationships (for creation of the fault tree) and identification of 

initiating event frequencies, based on databases. In short, the traditional approach condition was 

sufficient for experts to experience the FTA process but not enough for them to experience the 

full extent of workload that FTA analysts would typically encounter in a detailed investigation. 
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Based on the present experimental design, the observed significant difference may not reflect the 

true state of cognitive workload among the CSP and traditional approaches. A more accurate 

way to assess such a difference would be to conduct a small team FTA case study where analysts 

would experience the full extent of cognitive workload associated with the traditional approach 

and then make use of the CSP approach and examine if significantly higher cognitive workloads 

were posed by the addition. On the other hand, it is also possible that the additional investigation 

of event consequences and associated probabilities, as part of the CSP approach, pose a higher 

workload for analysts. Even if the use of the CSP approach does increase perceived cognitive 

workload, as one of the safety experts that participated in the evaluation study said, the CSP 

approach, “involves more critical thinking but would no doubt lead to wiser decisions and [safety 

resource] prioritization schemes”. The additional workload tradeoff appeared to be worthwhile 

seeing that the CSP results were considered to be more insightful, as supported by significantly 

higher usefulness ratings for the approach. 

5.2 Limitation 

One potential limitation with the proposed CSP method is that under circumstances where 

consequence probabilities cannot be obtained through databases, group expert opinions can be 

used for inference of these probabilities. In such cases, the results of the analysis are subjective 

and have the potential to be influenced by human error and biases. It should be noted however 

that the judgement of a group of subject experts should reduce the level of potential bias. 

Furthermore, expert judgement accuracy of negative outcome possibility in any system can be 

improved by use of the Delphi method (which was suggested by some safety professionals in the 

evaluation experiment). A fuzzy estimation approach may also be useful, and has been 

demonstrated to be effective in situations where probability information is not accurate or has 
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linguistic representation (Lavasani, Ramzali, Sabzalipour & Akyuz, 2015). While it may be true 

that the outcome probabilities from group expert judgements are estimates rather than exact 

probabilities, the CSP approach remains useful, seeing that it can be used for relative 

comparisons of potential negative outcomes across levels of severity for initiating events or 

activation pathways within a single system. 

Another limitation of the current approach is reliance on experts for interpreting definitions 

of levels of severity and risk acceptance guidelines. The definition of a catastrophic event may 

vary highly between small companies, international companies, or federal government. It is up to 

the analyst to make use of the most appropriate guidelines in the given context. In addition, it 

should be noted that the risk evaluation aspect of the new approach is only feasible if there are 

established risk acceptance criteria for the applied domain. The threshold for acceptance and 

recommended action may differ between applied fields and may even be lacking for certain 

fields. For example, the two risk assessment matrices used in the project (MIL-STD-882E and 

the risk matrix from the International Civil Aviation Organization) are entirely different in terms 

of both definition for level of severity and frequency of occurrence, despite similarities in 

appearance of the matrices. While risk analysis results are available, the evaluation aspect of risk 

assessment is dependent on the assessment guidelines that are being used. It is important that 

analysts are aware of these potential differences and make use of guidelines and definitions 

applicable to the specific domain in order to maintain sensitivity of the analysis. 

As mentioned above, one limitation of the expert evaluation study was the pre-determined 

fault trees and basic event probabilities. The safety experts were provided with this information 

to limit the potential response variability between subjects and to simplify the experiment. The 

experts were not involved in the FTA investigation process of cause-and-effect relationships (for 
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creation of the fault tree) and initiating event probabilities by use of a database, for example. 

While the results on usefulness and user confidence (which were rated on experts’ perception of 

the approach outcomes) were unaffected, the measures that require participants to compare the 

process of two approaches (traditional and CSP) were impacted. As a result, the comparison of 

cognitive workload between the traditional and CSP approaches may not accurately reflect the 

workload cost in implementation of the CSP approach in actual practice. A case study of a small 

expert team evaluating an accident using both traditional and CSP approaches for FTA might 

better reveal any workload differences between the measures.  

5.3 Application 

The foreseeable application of the new CSP approach is focused in safety analysis with relevance 

to multiple disciplines including driving, aviation, aerospace engineering, and more. This new 

approach is intended to be used through software since hand-calculations would be especially 

tedious in investigation of specific activation pathways and probability calculations. The CSP 

approach is most beneficial in cases where the severity of event consequences is not quantifiable 

and large fault trees include multiple intermediate events with negative consequences. The CSP 

approach is intended to provide analysts with further insight into the specific consequence 

probability and severity associated with individual activation pathways by cut sets or individual 

initiators. The method provides analysts with the opportunity to evaluate system and individual 

event risks to establish criteria and to prioritize risk-inducing agents at specific levels of severity.      

5.4 Future Research and Direction  

A future direction of research is the extension of the CSP application from static FTA to dynamic 

FTA, which involves time-related properties and investigation of potential applications in non-

coherent fault trees. The present study was limited to demonstrations of static and coherent fault 
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trees. However, the approach is theoretically sound for application to other types of fault trees. 

Further studies should be conducted in the future to ensure that the approach can successfully 

integrate with more complicated versions of fault tree analysis. In the future, the calculation of 

overall negative consequence probabilities across levels of severity could be augmented by 

applying weighting factors to the individual levels of severity as part of the calculation. This 

method would allow for easier tradeoff evaluations. The need for this compilation of negative 

consequence probability was further supported by the recommendation of a Safety expert, who 

participated in the evaluation study. Aside from the expansion of the new CSP application, the 

current software prototype needs to be developed into a fully functional software application 

with reference to the list of design features recommended by Human Factor experts (Fig. 3-1) 

and continuous interface improvements as recommended by the Safety experts, who participated 

in the evaluation study. 

Based on the experimental results on the NASA-TLX ratings, it is also recommended that an 

expert team FTA case study be conducted in the future in which analysts could experience the 

full extent of cognitive workload associated with the traditional analysis approach. This exposure 

would be followed by use of the CSP approach to examine if significantly higher cognitive 

workloads occurred. 
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6 Conclusion 

The goal of this research was to introduce a new consequence severity-probability (CSP) 

analysis approach as part of FTA and validate the novel approach by a case study demonstration 

and expert evaluation. A detailed numerical example was used to present the new analysis and a 

step-by-step algorithm was developed for ease of application. The major contribution of this 

work is the introduction of a severity analysis component in FTA that accounts for levels of 

hazard exposure consequence, that are generally non-quantifiable in nature, and allow for 

identification of initiating events or individual activation pathways that produce risks with 

negative consequences.  The new CSP analysis approach increases the sensitivity of FTA outputs 

to the severity of event outcomes and allows for prioritization of risky events within a fault tree. 

These analysis capabilities are currently absent from traditional FTA. From the validation study, 

while cognitive workload was perceived as being higher for the novel approach, Safety 

professional experts viewed the novel approach as having comparable system usability and 

similar reliability as the traditional approach. Most importantly, the experts found the CSP 

approach outputs to be more useful than the outputs of the traditional approach. Furthermore, all 

but one expert preferred the CSP approach and selected its output as a preferred basis for 

reporting to clients, suggesting a strong potential for use in real-life applications. In addition to 

the validation results, an intuitive FTA prototype, with the capability to CSP approach, was 

developed as part of the project to serve as basis for future development of a fully functional 

software application.  
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Appendix A Software Function Table (Aside from FTA-specific functions)  

Accurate 

representation of 

events & gates

Manipulation of 

Event/Gate 

positions on 

Graph

FT Display in 

Table Format
Event Tree

Reliability Block 

Diagram
Other

TopEvent FTA 

2017 

Professional

N Y Y N N N

Both top and intermediate events are represented as gates

No clear distinction between static and dynamic FTA: term 'Unavailability' used in place of failure probability, set 

failure frequency to 0 to imitate static FT

Ranking not explicitly stated but events are displayed in order according to rank

PTC Windchill 

Quality Solutions 

ver. 11

N N Y N N FMEA

Allowed for Problem record

Cluster of tiny icons on top without ability to zoom in/enlarge

Columns collapsed by default (Need to readjust width by hand to see individual titles)

Help menu not helpful. Cut sets & importance calculation results shown at gates rather than FTA results.

Both top and intermediate events are represented as gates 

Hard to change Parameters on individual event, difficult to add CCF

Gate with only one input not considered as an error (no error message when analyzed)

FaultTree+ 

(Reliability 

workbench)

N Y N N RBD→FT FMECA→FT

Both top and intermediate events are represented as gates

Probabilities entered as failure model properties>Unavailability since model is fixed (static)

FT Table only display events rather than entire FT (including top and intermediate event/gates) 

Gate with only one input (Null gate) not considered as an error 

Dual Tree not labelled as such (may confuse analyst without proper label)

Ranking not explicitly stated but events are displayed in order according to rank when examining importance

Results are calculated at event level, requires selection of event and 'result summary' to see output

Issue with cutset presentation: Minimal cut set output may be contain gates* (which represent the specific(*) gate's cutset, 

but not directly visible in current output)

Relyence Fault 

Tree
N Y N N N N

Avaliable in form of online website application and software

Both top and intermediate events are represented as gates 

Gate with only one input not considered as an error (no error message when analyzed)

Ranking not explicitly stated but events can be listed in order according to selected importance measure

RAM commander 

FTA
N Y N N RBD→FT FMECA→FT

Gate with only one input not considered as an error (no error message when analyzed)

Both top and intermediate events are represented as gates

ITEM ToolKit › 

Fault Tree
N Y Y ET→FT RBD→FT N

Can't adjust size on graph 

Null gate (gate with only one input) is offered

Both top and intermediate events are represented as gates 

Use of abbreviations without explanation (not suitable for novice).

BlockSim 

(reliasoft-

synthesis 11)

N Y N N Y N

Split into analytical fault tree (static) & simulation fault tree (dynamic). 

Both top and intermediate events are represented as gates [Appears to link gate to gate]. 

Have equation viewer & plots. 

EMFTA Y Y N N N N Uncertain how to add additional events/gates. Only calculates probability and generates cutset in form of an excel file.

Fault tree 

analyser
Y Y N N N N

Graph and probability calculation.

Microsoft Visio Y Y N N N N Just graphs, no additional analysis options. 

SmartDraw Y Y N N N N Just graphs, no additional analysis options. 

Edraw Y Y N N N N Just graphs, no additional analysis options. 

Software

Fault Tree Construction Extension to other analysis 

Notes/Critiques
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Appendix B  Tables of Software Violations on Usability Principles 

 

 

 

#1 TopEvent FTA 2017 

Professional Violations Rating

Predictability
∙ Unclear on how to insert an intermediate event

∙ After result output, how to navigate back to original editable FT not apparent 3

Synthesizability 5

Familiarity

∙ Double-click on shape of event/gate does not pull up properties (affordance)

∙ Description of event/gates on top rather than at bottom

∙ multiple selection of items not available 4

Generalizability

∙ In FT evaluation step, an icon on top has to be clicked to proceed in contrast to the 'ok' confirmation box under analysis 

method descriptions as in general applications

∙ The similarity between the FT and evaluated Output FT misleads users to over-generalize, believing that output is 

editable like the original FT 3

Consistency 5

Dialog initiative 5

Multi-threading 5

Task Migratability 5

Substutivity ∙ Basic events cannot be converted into intermediates and vice versa.  3

Customizability 5

Observability

∙ Contribution bar for basic events become invisible once the event is selected in table (selection highlight is same color 

with bar color; visual effect persistence issue)

∙ Calculation process that is internal to computer not displayable to user

3

Recoverability 5

Responsivness 5

Task conformance
∙ Cannot insert an intermediate event as a stand-alone event (always attached to a gate)

3

Learnability

Flexibility

Robustness

#2 FaultTree+ (Reliability 

workbench) Violations Rating

Predictability

∙ At start of software, how to start FT construction not apparent

∙ How to input probabilities in event properties not apparent

∙ Unclear on how to insert an intermediate event

2

Synthesizability
∙ Analysis Results (MCS, importance, and ranking) is not automatically shown to users upon analysis completion (may 

be interpreted by user as no feedback or wrong action) 2

Familiarity

∙ Insertion method of gate and event (Click 'add' icon and click parent object on graph) does not conform with user 

mental model (drag and drop or automatic insertion when icon is clicked) 

∙ Icon representation issues (affordance): icon for adding gate/event do not resemble gate/event, icon for adding failure 

models is not obvious

∙ Text box next to failure model in Event Properties implies capability of entering text but is only for text presentation, 

not for direct text input 

∙ The format of result presentation with radio button suggest exclusion selection of different results and implies further 

actions after selection 

∙ Many gates (other than null and inhibit) are only modifiable after inputs are constructed (which goes against FT top to 

bottom construction rules) 2

Generalizability ∙ Some text boxes allow text input while some don't despite the same appearance 4

Consistency ∙ Events added via 'add'>'event…' is not shown on the diagram as other events that are added via 'add event' icon 2

Dialog initiative

∙ Lack of dialog for choosing gate type at time of adding gate to diagram, only modifiable after placement

∙ Modal (Once the event property or result dialog pops up, user can only cancel or keep operating on the dialog, 

interactions with elements outside dialog is prohibited.) 3

Multi-threading 5

Task Migratability 5

Substutivity ∙ Basic events cannot be converted into intermediates and vice versa.  3

Customizability 5

Observability
∙ Calculation process that is internal to computer not displayable to user

∙ The CCF model assignment of events not visible on diagram (CCF model type is shown instead) 3

Recoverability 5

Responsivness 5

Task conformance

∙ Cannot insert an intermediate event as a stand-alone event (always attached to a gate)

∙ Events added via 'add'>'event…' is not shown on the diagram

∙ Cannot select the type of gate before event inputs are placed

∙ Gates are shown in MCS output

∙ Null gate (where there is only a single input in gate) is given as an option in application but is not a feature of FTA 

(Graphical representation appears as direct event-event connection) 1

Learnability

Flexibility

Robustness
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#3 RAM commander FTA Violations Rating

Predictability
∙ Unclear on how to insert an intermediate event

3

Synthesizability

∙ Lack of indication to distinguish between property modification dialog of existing gate/event and property dialog for 

adding new gate/event 

∙ Result of 'MCS Calculation (quick)' is not automatically shown to users (may be interpreted by user as no feedback or 

wrong action) 2

Familiarity

∙ Description of event/gates not displayed on graph

∙ Use of Abbreviations in presenting results without explanation

∙ Cannot delete multiple items at the same time

∙ Selection of event is not possible by single click on event shape 

∙ Text box and blinking input cursor next to unavailability in gate properties suggest that number is editable when such 

function is not available 4

Generalizability 5

Consistency

∙ Inconsistency between output of 'MCS calculation' and 'MCS Calculation (quick)'. The latter output is not automatically 

displayed to user after calculation as the former output does.

∙ Inconsistency between overlay description of calculation icon. Calculation (quick) is shown as description but it is 

performed as 'MCS calculation' rather than 'MCS Calculation (quick)' from analysis tab. 

∙ Inconsistency in input and output. The probability at event input is q but is shown as Q(mean) at analysis result output 3

Dialog initiative
∙ Modal (Once the event property or result dialog pops up, user can only cancel or keep operating on the dialog, 

interactions with elements outside dialog is prohibited.) 3

Multi-threading 5

Task Migratability 5

Substutivity 5

Customizability 5

Observability
∙ Calculation process that is internal to computer not displayable to user

∙ The CCF assignment of events not visible on diagram 3

Recoverability 5

Responsivness 5

Task conformance

∙ Cannot insert an intermediate event as a stand-alone event (always attached to a gate)

∙ Cannot catch errors in fault tree (i.e. no error message) where only one single event inputs into OR/AND gates 

(calculates result as long as there is one input to gate) 1

Learnability

Flexibility

Robustness

#4 ITEM ToolKit › Fault Tree Violations Rating

Predictability

∙ At start of software, how to construct a new fault tree not apparent

∙ Unclear on how to insert an intermediate event

∙ Hard to find out how to insert probability values to basic events in FT∙∙ 2

Synthesizability

∙ No confirmation of gate selected for insertion

∙ No feedback (message) if user attempts to insert FT elements under wrong circumstances, which user would perceive 

as no system response. 2

Familiarity

∙ Insertion method of gate and event (Click 'add' icon and click parent object on graph) does not conform with user 

mental model (drag and drop or automatic insertion when icon is clicked) 

∙ Red dots on corners of selected shape do not automatically allow for manipulation of size or position

∙ Cannot delete multiple items at the same time

∙ Snap to grid implies corrective action on existing shape but is only selection of future shape placement 

∙ Use of Abbreviations without explanation 3

Generalizability 5

Consistency
∙ Two undo buttons with different shapes and color but does the same thing

∙ Dropdown menu of "Part num" does not show any selection/options like other dropdown menus 3

Dialog initiative ∙ Modal (Once the event property or result dialog pops up, user can only cancel or keep operating on the dialog, interactions with elements outside dialog is prohibited.)3

Multi-threading 5

Task Migratability 5

Substutivity

∙ Basic events cannot be converted into intermediates and vice versa.  

3

Customizability 5

Observability
∙ Calculation process that is internal to computer not displayable to user

3

Recoverability

∙ The undo function erase the last shape added rather than undo last changed parameter

∙ An unrecoverable error: Line connections left behind by erasing event via undo function cannot be deleted or cut from 

graph 1

Responsivness 5

Task conformance

∙ Cannot insert an intermediate event as a stand-alone event (always attached to a gate)

∙ When undo erase the shape of event/gate, the connection line is still left on the graph

∙ Line connections left behind cannot be deleted or cut from graph

∙ CCF and failure probability assignments are exclusive, the functions cannot be used together

∙ Verification function failed to catch errors in fault tree where only one single event inputs into OR/AND gates 

∙ Can zoom in but not zoom out 1

Learnability

Flexibility

Robustness
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Appendix C Algorithm 
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Appendix D Heuristic Evaluation Worksheet 

 

 

 

 

Heuristic Principle Definition Usability Scores Violations Comment/Recommendations

Visibility of system status

The system should always keep 

users informed about what is 

going on, through appropriate 

feedback within reasonable time.

Match between system 

and the real world

The system should speak the 

users' language, with words, 

phrases and concepts familiar to 

the user, rather than system-

oriented terms. Follow real-world 

conventions, making information 

appear in a natural and logical 

order.

User control and freedom

Users often choose system 

functions by mistake and will 

need a clearly marked 

"emergency exit" to leave the 

unwanted state without having to 

go through an extended dialogue. 

Support undo and redo.

Consistency and 

standards

Users should not have to wonder 

whether different words, 

situations, or actions mean the 

same thing. Follow platform 

conventions.

Error prevention

Even better than good error 

messages is a careful design 

which prevents a problem from 

occurring in the first place. Either 

eliminate error-prone conditions 

or check for them and present 

users with a confirmation option 

before they commit to the action.

Recognition rather than 

recall

Minimize the user's memory load 

by making objects, actions, and 

options visible. The user should 

not have to remember 

information from one part of the 

dialogue to another. Instructions 

for use of the system should be 

visible or easily retrievable 

whenever appropriate.

Flexibility and efficiency 

of use

Accelerators — unseen by the 

novice user — may often speed 

up the interaction for the expert 

user such that the system can 

cater to both inexperienced and 

experienced users. Allow users to 

tailor frequent actions.

Aesthetic and minimalist 

design

Dialogues should not contain 

information which is irrelevant or 

rarely needed. Every extra unit of 

information in a dialogue 

competes with the relevant units 

of information and diminishes 

their relative visibility.

Help users recognize, 

diagnose, and recover 

from errors

Error messages should be 

expressed in plain language (no 

codes), precisely indicate the 

problem, and constructively 

suggest a solution.

Help and documentation

Even though it is better if the 

system can be used without 

documentation, it may be 

necessary to provide help and 

documentation. Any such 

information should be easy to 

search, focused on the user's 

task, list concrete steps to be 

carried out, and not be too large.
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Table of Usability Rating Categories  

Rating  Categories Evaluation criteria 

1 
Usability Catastrophic; imperative to fix before 

release 

Severe issue that cannot be overcome by effort 

and prevent success task completion or increase 

possibility of error 

2 Major usability problem Considerable effort needed to overcome issue 

3 Minor usability problem 
Common issue that can be overcome with a 

little effort 

4 Cosmetic problem only 
Minor cosmetic issues that does not directly 

impact task performance 

5 I don't agree that this is a usability problem at all No usability problem 
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Appendix E  Pre-trial Background Questionnaire 

Section A: Demographic 

1. Participant Number:           _______________     

2. Please write your age in years:  _________________________ 

3. Please select your gender:   Male  ☐   Female ☐ 

4. Please write the number of years you were involved in a safety-related profession:  

____________________ 

 

Section B: Safety/Hazard Analysis Experience 

5. Please state the estimated number of safety investigation(s) you perform per month: 

 

6. Please state the types of safety investigations you perform in your profession (for 

example: investigations for product/system design, on enhancement/maintenance of 

active systems, or post-disaster analysis): 

 

7. When was the last investigation performed? 

 

7a. What was the safety analysis method(s) selected for your current/last investigation? 

 

7b. What was the safety analysis method(s) most commonly used in investigations from your 

experience? Why? 

 

 

8. Would you consider yourself to be an expert in Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)? If not, why? 

 

 

9. Do you consider Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) to be useful? If not, why? 
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10. Do you typically use FTA in investigations? If yes, please demonstrate how often by 

filling in the blanks below. 

 

Fault Tree Analysis is typically used ____________ per __________ investigation.  

            # of FTA usage     # of investigations 

 

11. When was the last time you make use of FTA software application, if at all? 

 

 

12. In your experience, what is the most commonly used FTA software application? Which 

FTA software do you personally prefer? Would you consider the software to have high or 

low usability? 

  

 

13. From your experience, is FTA typically used alone or in conjunction to other safety 

analysis methods? If the latter, what other safety analysis methods are used in 

conjunction and why? 

 

 

 

14. From your experience, do you feel that certain FTA functions are more important than 

others among FTA software programs? If yes, please rank the following FTA functions in 

terms of their relative importance (with 1 being most important). 

 

Functions: 

Event 

Probability 
Input 

Top Event 

Probability 
calculation 

Common 

Cause 
Vulnerability 

Minimal 
cut set 

(MCS) 

Output 

Transparency 
(Option to 

Display 

Process) 

Multiple 

cut set 
method 

Importance 

Ranking 

by 
Importance 

Success 

Tree 

(Path 
Set) 

Output 

Score: 
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Appendix F Post-task NASA-TLX Form 

Participant Number: _________ Trial Condition: ________ Date: __________________
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Appendix G Post-task SUS Questionnaire 

Participant Number: _________ Trial Condition: ________ Date: __________________ 

System Usability Scale 

               Strongly              Strongly  

                 disagree                   agree 

 

1. I think that I would like to  

   use this method frequently  

     

2. I found the method unnecessarily 

   complex 

     

 

3. I thought the method was easy 

   to use                        

 

 

4. I think that I would need the 

   support of a technical person to 

   be able to use this method  

 

 

5. I found the various functions in 

   this method were well integrated 

     

 

6. I thought there was too much 

   inconsistency in this method 

     

 

7. I would imagine that most people 

   would learn to use this method 

   very quickly    

 

8. I found the method very 

   cumbersome to use 

    

 

9. I felt very confident using the 

   method 

  

 

10. I needed to learn a lot of 

   things before I could get going 

   with this method    

 

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5  
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Appendix H Post-Trial Questionnaire: Expert Evaluation 

Participant Number: _______________          Date: __________________ 

                 Strongly          Strongly  

                   disagree                  agree 

1. I found the Importance Ranking results 

by Traditional Top Probability 

approach very useful 

2. I feel very confident in selecting the 

most safety-critical issues in system by 

the Traditional Top Probability 

approach  

3. I found the Importance Ranking results 

by Consequence Severity-Probability 

approach very useful 

4. I feel very confident in selecting the 

most safety-critical issues in system by 

the Consequence Severity-Probability 

approach  

5. I found the Risk Identification results 

by Risk Assessment at event-level very 

useful 

6. I feel very confident in identifying the 

events at risks by Risk Assessment 

 

1. After experiencing the two trials, which ranking result do you perceive to be more 

useful? The result from importance by top event probability alone or the result from 

importance by consequence probability across severity levels? Why? 
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2. After experiencing the two trials, which initiators would you consider to be most safety 

critical based on the gathered results? If resources are limited, which initiating events 

would you recommend the company to allocate resource upon?  

  

 

3. Do you feel that this integrated Consequence Severity-Probability Approach would 

impact the use of Fault Tree Analysis? If yes, please indicate how and why. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Please list any recommendations or comments you may have on the prototype or the 

introduced importance/ranking approach based on the probability to induce consequences 

across severity levels. 
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Appendix I Software Cost Table 

 

 

 

Software License Type Cost

Express (Lite) Pack FREE

Starter Pack 450.00$       

Standard Pack 950.00$       

Professional Pack 3,500.00$   

Enterprise Version 6,495.00$   

Enterprise Lite Version 1,995.00$   

FaultTree+ (Reliability workbench) Single Module 7,000.00$   

Standard One-time License 2,995.00$   

Standard 1 yr License 1,788.00$   

Standard 3 month License 717.00$       

Lite Version One-time License 1,495.00$   

Lite Version 1 yr License 948.00$       

Lite Version 3 month License 387.00$       

One-time License 34,500.00$ 

One-time License (Education Institutions) 6,900.00$   

Single Module (FTA) 5,995.00$   

FTA & ESD 19,995.00$ 

Named User License 6,174.00$   

Floating Network License (Multiple Users) 14,538.00$ 

Named User License (Institution) 3,087.00$   

Floating Network License (Institution) 7,269.00$   

Annual Subscription 180.00$       

Monthly Subscription 18.00$         

Lite Version Annual Subscription 60.00$         

Lite Version Monthly Subscription 6.00$           

Single user one-time purchase 497.00$       

Multiple user (5) Annual License 595.00$       

Multiple user (10) Annual License 995.00$       

Site License Annual License 2,995.00$   

Perpetual License 245.00$       

Lifetime License 179.00$       

Subscription License 99.00$         

EMFTA

Fault tree analyser

SmartDraw

Edraw

TopEvent FTA 2017 Professional

RAM commander FTA

BlockSim (reliasoft-synthesis 11)

PTC Windchill Quality Solutions ver. 11

Relyence Fault Tree

ITEM ToolKit › Fault Tree

FREE

FREE

Microsoft Visio
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Appendix J CSL model from (Leung & R, 2017) 
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Appendix K Case Study: MOCUS procedure  
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Appendix L Usability Scores, Violations and Comments of Heuristic Principles 

 

Heuristic Principle
Average 

Usability Scores 
Violations 

Visibility of system 

status
3.4

-Want for a 'save' button on event naming instead of the current "close" button

-Want inserted probabilities to be visible

-Break down Evaluate

-More obvious option to delete object

-Why was gate below? What am I naming? Event or gate?

-Small box for name; does not expand corresponding to content

-Not apparent that top box is for description

-Probability insertion method is not obvious - Instinctively wish to insert probability by right clicking on 

the event; however, you need to click the pizza cutter icon on the upper right of event to call forth 

event settng and select the second tab

- Not clear on how to display inserted probabilty as event label in the diagram

- little feedback, confusing with buttons up top

- need to reorganize the locations of events and gates

Match between 

system and the 

real world

3.2

-Should have option for scientific notation display and equation entry on event probability

-Want to click on box to rename/activate settings

-Want for a 'save' button on event properties instead of the current "close" button

-Small box for name; does not expand corresponding to content

-Want update in real-time during modification of name if it is not a save button

-Should have option to add new by right click

-Cut set ranking based on importance is very clear however, the ranking of initiator is unclear (cluster 

of different importances and lack of ordering in list)

- generalizability should be able to click on square to type, not the icon

- standard fta nomenclature, no issue

- expert would find this easy, not novice

User control and 

freedom
3.2

-No visible undo button, unsure if ctrl-z worked and if so, what is undone.

-Not clear how to add new events beyond the "top event"

- only exit from some dialogue windows is close, there should be an ok and a close

- there are a few standard controls that are not allowed as double click, dragging is difficult

Consistency and 

standards
3

Select and naming "OR" rather than "event" (gate instead of intermediate/top event)

-Probability insertion method is not obvious - Instinctively wish to insert probability by right clicking on 

the event; however, you need to click the pizza cutter icon on the upper right of event to call forth 

event settng and select the second tab

-Not clear on how to display inserted probabilty as event label in the diagram

-Not clear how to add new events beyond the "top event"

-Cut set ranking based on importance is very clear however, the ranking of initiator is unclear (cluster 

of different importances and lack of ordering in list)

-When text is entered into "Names" for top event, text is truncated when applied

-Text must be entered in both "Name" and "Description" to be correctly applied

-Pop out box (properties) for top event is labelled as "intermediate event"

- I do not consider an event a gate, an intermediate event should be its own thing

- wording and boxes are consistent

- editing node icons are not consistent with other icons, no clear icons for adding/deleting
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Error prevention 2.4

-No error when input scientific notation equations in probability input (don't know its wrong until re-

examinig properties of the event)

-Better setting icon

-Probabilities automatically assigned - would not know if operator accidentally skipped insertion of 

probability on certain basic events

- errors are not prevented in description naming conventions

- no idea on how to fix the error, don't know what the errors was, some random window open at 

bottom

- no error messages during node editing

Recognition rather 

than recall
3.6

-Didn't know how to change name given available icons. 

-Didn't like "OR" as name of event selection

-User input of probabilities not displayed

-Probability insertion method is not obvious - Instinctively wish to insert probability by right clicking on 

the event; however, you need to click the pizza cutter icon on the upper right of event to call forth 

event settng and select the second tab

-Not clear on how to display inserted probabilty as event label in the diagram

-Not clear how to add new events beyond the "top event"

-Cut set ranking based on importance is very clear however, the ranking of initiator is unclear (cluster 

of different importances and lack of ordering in list)

- list option was nice, FTA was editable in multiple views

Flexibility and 

efficiency of use
2.8

-Want to reassign events in one step

-Want to click events to name them in one click

-Should allow for event type change between intermediate and basic rather than delete current event 

and add another

-Want "AND" & "OR" selection more obvious

-Not clear how to add new events beyond the "top event"

-When text is entered into "Names" for top event, text is truncated when applied

-Text must be entered in both "Name" and "Description" to be correctly applied

-batch entry would be useful

- No idea if they exist or what they are, include pop up advice

- no way someone unfamiliar with fta could use this software

- novices would find it hard to use, controls are not obvious and icongraphy is not standard

Aesthetic and 

minimalist design
3.8

-Want name to be more prominent than description (hard to tell in current version - name at bottom 

of description)

- why name + description, too much info is displayed

- basic event model tab somewhat confusing, additional methods of value entry should be useful

Help users 

recognize, 

diagnose, and 

recover from 

errors

2.2

-Doesn't show error in scientific notation

-Bigger/sharper edges to define gates (for distinction)

- redundant name error is not necessary, definitely other errors

- no indications to source of problem, no how to resolve

- generations of events probabilities is extremely unclear and provides no way of solving.

Help and 

documentation
2.6

-FAQ and list of help sections

-Would be nice to have an option for pop-up/hover info for each item for novices

- help should exist to help people understand how to do this, the help only describes FTA formating 

and naming. 

- accessible help information bu under a different tab where it is less likely to be seen

- help is basically non existent, user has to figure through trial and error.
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Comment/Recommendations

- display gets very busy, very fast during probability evaluation

- program overall uses a fair amount of jargon, difficult to understand for 

novices

- hot keys are restricted and limits efficiency of workload

- error in model do not appear until evaluation reduces ability to catch errors 

during model building

- different gate types are not immediately apparent

- icons for editing are not immediately clear

- no sections for help to diagnose issues. 

- edit button is unintuitive

- if you want names stick with ABC, otherwise why gate/event  

- people are used to use VIzio. keep consistent  

- make it to where probabilities can be interesting 

- have difficulty fault tree options i.e. static  

- stat/prob can not show up when entered 

- tell me the error when there's an error not in a 2 step process 

- cutset info is crammed 

- dont like display 

- not easy to tell to calculate cut set

"-more options for right clicks

-consider double cick actions

-consider more intuitive interactions

-some way to show that higher level events are created when gate is created"

-Visibility issue - hard to read the tabs 

-Suggest better terminology

-Hard to see scroll on "minimal cut sets tab"
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Appendix M Software Screenshots (Work Flow and Example Results) 
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